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Outli!l!!.
Introdu_c:!i.2!:
a, An epistemological problem.

b. This inquiry in line with the spirit of the times.

1. Subjectivism rampant.
:C:,

Demand for an "authority".

Section~

A. Statement of the vroblem.
1. Every musical criticism, to be valid, must rest upon

some universally valid presupposition.
2, Analogy:

a victrola.

Differ·ence between a

tive11 and an "objective" basis for

11

subjec-

cr~ticism.

B. Is there anything inherent in music, indejJeudent of our
awareness of it,

i~

e., independent of any per•sonal

perspective or mental conditioning, or
which can serve as an
wh~ch

object~ve

assoc~ation,

etc.,

basis or standard by

the aesthetic value of any given piece of music

iv
can be judged the same as we estimate the material value
of a piece of merchandisei
1. Standard must be universally valid, i. e., must be

independent of any personal bias, opinion,

Ol'

lack

of skill or tr•aining on part of individual rendering
the judgment.

c. Our problem possibly simi.i.ar to tnat dealt with by noral
and ethical philosophers in their search t'or a

bash~

pre~

mise for the establishment of their ethical theory.
1. Are there laws governing the productJ.on of music

which are in any way analogous or comparable to
those laws having to do with man's relation to his
fellowman'(
D. Various definitions of "music".

'l'he specific definition

we shall adopt in this thesis.

Section~

A. !''acts to be considered.
mere custom and habit.

Shifting standards based upon
Kules of musical composition

change as do the mores of the social group.

As habits

of the social group change, one basic presuppositions
underlying those habits make a corresponding readjustment.
1. Example:

Gregorian music.

Not a valid criticism

"o point out that it lacKs harmony or regular rhythm.
----

etc., inasmuch as basic presupposition was that church
music of "hat day should

~

possess these things.

;,er: ti on '1'hree
Examples of music critics and musical criticism, through the
ages, from Plato to ;;>chonberg.
1. Analysis and

cr~tique

a. "Emotion is not
b.

11

of these.
ev~dence.

J:o'act and Perspective."

11

('Bertrand !\us sell)

(Geo. P. Adams)

c. can the subjective element be eliminated'/
2. What constitutes a valid

criticism~

What presup-

position?

:::S.:.e::.c.:.t:i;;;.o~n ~

What is the basic,most primitlve essence of music'(
'i'wo answers:
A. In the field of philosophy (pur·e aesthetics).
1. Man's (apparently) innate sense of form, sym-

metry; his longing for the beautiful, the ideal,
t'or perfection.
a. "The beauty of a mathematical result is the
fundamental motive for its pursuit."
b. ·"Resort to aesthetic objects is the spontaneous human escape and consolation in a
trying and difficult world."
2. vVhat is meant by "Beauty"'l

ls it entu·ely sub-

jective'i
B. In the f':le ld of psychology and physioJ.ogy.
1. Musical sounds and tones possess, in themselves

1

vi

power to produce some subtle response in man's
inner nature.
a,

Greeks--~,u'lOliHn

he.rp.

b. J:'rimi·tive music, reed, drum, etc.
c. !:''ear is man 1 s most powerful emotion.
2, Rhythm.

Pei'iodicity, or regular recurring pulse

or beat, a fact in nc.ture.

Phases of' the moon,

tides, day and night, etc.

Man is very suscep-

tible to influence of rhythm.

Has hypnotic ef-

feet upon him w1der certain conditions.
a. war dr•um in play, Emperor Jones.
3. Melody.

we are on more uncertain growtd.

We !Ire

told that a succession of tones descending in
pitch indicates a dGcreasing of' emotional intensity, and ascending lndicates increasing intensity.
But why do we call some tones "hlgh'' and oci1ers
''low;;'/

And does t.he leading tone really pull co-

ward t.he tonic, or have we merely conditioned ou1•selves to think that it does'/

Do the Chinese feel

as we do about itZ
4. Harmony.

Still more precarious ground. Probably

because harmony is comparatively a recent invention, and we he.ve not yet fully decided what it
is, or what

LO

do with it!

5. Other elements of psychological import.
timbre, volume.
c. Does music "~" anything?

.l:'i tch,

J
t

1. Analogy bstw<:PJn
2. Music means

mu~ic

~

!1

and art oi'

says and

v:ii

wri~in€c.

noth~~ ~·

S<oJr-tlon Five
A. :>umms.ry.

There seems to oe no assignable limit to the ex-

text or nature of the stimuli to which man can subject
himself and to which he can t1•ain and ;;condition" himself
to respond in his eternal quest for aesthetic enjoyment
and satisfact1on.
1. There may be limits, but can we definitely assign
them1
B. Analogy between our problem and that of moral and ethical
theorists.
1. Schilpp 1 s theory of "Objectivity of the Moral Law''•
2. Critical analysis of same.

Only vulnerable spot

appears to be when we come to apply it.
3. Any moral, or aesthetic ''theory" rests, in its
practical application, upon the decisions

£!

~

dividuals.
a. Back to our old problem of subjectivity again.

c.

Suggested solution of problem.
1. If we posit an "orderly universe", it seems reasonable and necessary to include in that concept the
idea of' all progress or development being in accordance with certain laws, or
~~may~~

principles----Wheth~

1£ £.2Lllll:l:J:.ili these

~·

2!:.

viii
a. Newton and law of gravitation.

Einstein.

There must be other so-called laws of wh1ch we are
-·--

!

now ignorant.

But our ignorance of them does not

hinder their operation.
2. Four empirical facts which must be considered:

a. Innumerable musical works have been produced
throughout history.
b.• Judgments of ''good 11 and "bad'' have been rendered,
by individuals and by society.

Which means that

these works have been subject to criticism.

It

has been a ••survival of the fittest".
c. In development of art of music the phenomenon of
"persistence and change" has been evident.
Something has persisted (we still call it "music,;,
and it is based in some mysterious way on sound
vibrat1on), while the whole technique and method
of its production has undergone tr•emendous metaM
morphoses.
d. Great art-works exist today, a product of our
own times, which stem directly out of t.he past.
Each draws its inspiration from preceding works,
which in turn have been a product of the criticisms and judgments rendered in the past.

These

modern works, then, are "fit survivors" of the
evolutionary process of which the criticisms and
works throughout the past have been an integral
part.

which was not im,e,licit at the

e. There can be nothing at the end of an evoluM
tiona~~y

process

beginning of that process.
3. In order to make these four empirical facts fit into the same picture we must conclude:

That music,

during the course of its development during the last
2,000 years, has been following sane law or principle;
but the process of' development has been rapid, and
our records are meagre and scattered and prejudiced,
and our knowledge is too limited and our data insufficient to enable us to formulate an objective
la.w of' musical a.esthetl.cs.
a.. Man is a "social animal", but "the group mind"
is after all only a term; no such thing really
exists.

In the last analysis, each individual

renders his own judgment, aesthetic or moral.

Conclusion
A universally valid law of musical aesthetics exists.

We

can posit it; our reason demands its existence; but we
cannot formulate it, for we do not know what it is.

-

.

~----~

A SEARCH J.''UR
AS

~

~ UJ~IVii;!!llifX.

BASIS FOR MUSICAL

VALID CRITEhiON
CRITICI~

Introduction
The object of this thesis is neither to prove nor to
disprove any specific theory or theories, but to conduct an
impartial investigation into the fields of musical history
and of musical criticism, and to allow such facts as may be
ascertained to speak for themselves.

Any conclusions reached

will be only such as the actual facts appear to warrant or to
justify.
we are told by philosophers that we cannot know anything
de

~·

and that no individual judgment can be rendered ex-

cept in the light of, or in terms of, some previous experience.
We are also told that no concept or judgment based upon experience can be identical with any two individuals.

It will be the

purpose of this thesis to ascertain if there is a way out of
this apparent dilemma which can be of practical service in the
field Aesthetics, particularly in that branch of Aesthetics
known as musical criticism.

Subjectivism seems to be rampant

today; its results, in the form of moral and religious skepticism, are in evidence on every hand.

In the fields of religion,

morals, and political and social theory, there are no abiding
1

2

or uni versaJ.J.y vaJ.id ruJ.es or s ;.andards or human conducL, we
are told, which can serve as inr·aJ.J.i bJ.e criteria; customs,
habits, the mores of i.he sociaJ. group----these rule our act·.~:hese

ions.

standarci.s are as

I ic~J.e,

as inconsistant and

Lransien"t as the wind, here coday and e>One tomorrow; varyine
standards of conduct wiJ..l. even obtain contemporaneously, in
accordance wi"tn di!Terences in e;eography, race, cJ.imate, and
£.enera.l. culture.
~nis

inquiry, then, is dis"tinctJ.y in line with

of the times.

~ne

spirit

As WaJ.ter J...ippmann so pertinentJ.y observes, "It.

is idle l'or moralists to ascribe the decJ.ine of their i:1l'J.uence
to the perversity o.t" tneir r· e.uow-orea ture s. • •

'J.'he,y thinK they

are deaJ.ing with a generation ·cnat. rel'uses to beJ.ieve in ancient
authority.

They are, in fact, dea.Lin&c witn a generation that

cannot believe in it."

(J..)

~his

universal SKepticism has fin-

a.l..l.y penetrated .t'ieJ.ds of tnoue;ht formerly regarded by rnos.t men
as sacrosanct.

In religion, the ruediaeva.l. mind satis:(ied its

apparentJ.y instinctive demand l'or an authority in the concept
of a t..od who ru.l.ed the worJ.d by
~o asK

"whyY" but to obey.

~·

JtJan 's business was not

'"' perusaJ. or· the .Lippmann worl!:

quoted above .leaves one persuaded that this type of mind is
graduaJ.J.y disappearing from our midst.

Even though this be

true, a franl!: facing or Lhe lacLs compe.l.s us to admit that

i'

"tnere are still miJ.J.ions ol' individuals representing this fun . -

(

damenta.l.ist type of mind .living Loday.

I

iaevaJ. thinKing carrying over---- na,y, flourishing in Lhe midst

I

I
!

p)

·.~:he

inconfruity ol' meo-

Walter .Lippman: A i'rer·ace LO J'IJOraJ.s, p.3J.b,

"''fi
...·····
·-r-'

3
,;

scientific machine age is one o1' the anomalies o1' our

u

:.J•esent era.
;o~s

1''or these people ·cJ:le problem ot' an "authority"

not exist---- as a problem.
In tne t'ield of art tnere are many worthy individuals

w110

are

be~;,innin!'.

t.o yearn I'or some manii'estation of an au-

tnority similar to that which tne mediaeval man invoKed---and whicb is still invoKed---- t.o use as a club to coerce
some of' 'these terrible ultra-modern composers who insist upOIJ

tne

harrowing sensi'tive souJ.s with !'iendish atrocities under
~;.uise

o1' "music".

1''or 'these e:.ood peopJ.e tne probJ.em oi'

an "au'thority" is a very reaJ. and vital one.

••
4

"The function of Religion is to save men •s
souls; the function of Art is to make them
worth saving."

(Auth-or unknown.)

Section One,

Our problem is to investigate the various physical,
physiological, and psyoholoe;ical factors involved in the
production of and in t.h,e hearing of music and to discover
if there is anything inherent in music which is to any extent
independent of what we as listeners may put into it, independent of any interpretation, or association, or context, or
previous conditioning of our minds, something inherent possibly
in the musical sounds or tones themselves, which can serve as
an objective basis or standard by which the aesthetic value
of any given piece of music can be judged the same as we
estimate the material value of a piece of merchandise,

Such

a standard or criterion, if there be one, must be universally
valid. and must be objective rather than subjective in nature,
i.e., must be independent of any personal bias, prejudice,
perspective, or lack of skill or of training or any other
similar deficiency on the part of the individual rendering
-----

the judgment.

The problem may be stated more concretely

thus: Why does the average American or European respond
favorably to Beethoven's Sonata Appassionata (for example)?
Is it because he inherited as a man a tendency to respond

{>.

5

-i
with pleasure, to certain types, or
favorably, that •u•
c•

co:,:binatlons of sound viOrations prod.uced in accorclan0c ··;.;ith

certain laws or p.rincip1es wilich have an objective existsnce
ir! t;~e universe whether or not ·-~.;e are a·vtare of t.i1at existence'?

Or is it because ever since infancy his ears have been conditiJned to hear, with favorable response, these and similar
so:md vibrations produoGd in accordance v;i th the rules

,:overnin(; our Occidental system of music?
The seriousness of our problem may be realised. when
we consider tile followinc, c:;lled ·from the American
~

l!:ncyc. of i;,usic, volume on Instruments, p. 32:

His~
11

l~o

rules

can determine what a musical sound is, for music, like language,
is governed by laws created by JTian and which are constantly
undergoing change."

Calvocoressi, in his Kusical Criticism,

raises a question similar to ti.mt of this thesis:

"Do any

such things as indubitable and invariable laws exist in N:Usic,
or rather, du we positively know of any'!

If any .exist, can

they be expressed, a. ncl can their consequences be determined, in
terms of the intellect?" (1),

We hope to be able to answer this

question ere we are finished with this investigation.
Our specific problem is inextricably involved in the
more general problem of musical criticism; we are, indeed,
confronted by it in every act of musical criticism which passes
beyond the state of merely "expressing an opinion" and lays

(1). Calvocoressi: liiusical Criticislil, p. 59.

o.

6

claim to universal vali.di ty.

(l).

Every musical critic ism, to

br' valid, I!Ulst reflt upon some criterion or standard, some

clni·rersally valid

E_~e8uppos1_!J:..o_ll,

either stated or implied,

Analogies readily come to mind in the world of material things •
.;e do not like the victrola which the dealer has sent because

it has a mahogany case and we prefer walnut,

The dealer

immediately takes it back, since he wants our r.nwtom; but our

critichm was purely su1Jjective and

1w no meam: VOl.lid, si.nce

many people prefer mahogany to walnut,

Another machine comes

out, in the desired finish, and in five minutes we are running
to the telephune aeain to tell the·dealer to take it back; it
will not run.

This seems like a valid criticism, since the

presupposition back of the judgment is that victrolg.s are
supposed to run, and failure to do so renders them worthless,
~ y_~O..lfl:.\'1.•

:But the dealer sends a man out who investi.gates

and finds that we have neglected to manipulate correctly :o•ome
little lever or gadget; he adjusts it and the machine runs per,

fl'lctly.

Hence our crit:loism was subjective after all, based

upon naught but our

incoie~petence

,_,nd ignorance of victrol:ot

mechanism.

The victrola wac< ctll right; the defect waG in

ourselves,

But now let '·'" -mppo:oe a case ln which

the

victr·Jla comes out and we cannot c;et it to rem, nor can our

(1). Th~ reader may here raise the .v~cy natural question "Are
there any such?" The answer to whlcn ls, "It depends upon
the critic." Some critics are quite modest and frankly
admit their utterances to be merely their "opinions". Others
adopt a much more arbitrary and dogmatic method (as will be
seen in Section Three) and give readers the impression that
they consider their pronouncements infallible and themselves
veritable Daniels come to judgment.

7

neighbor, nor can the expert from the store; in fact, the
di.ncovery is made that, through some fault in its construction
fl.t the factory that particular machine is forever and permanently

incapable of functioning~ g_ vi'!.t~. however beautiful a.
piece of furniture it may be otherwi:3e, (1).

In any

s1.1Ch

extreme case a court of law would sustain our claim and compel
the dealer to make good, since the criticLem rested upon a
justifiable and
that victrolas

universally valid pr<:loupposition, namely,
~

run.

Is music a purely subjective experience, or are there'
factors in it (in addition to such obviously objective data
as sound wave~ notation, etc.) which are empirically verifiable
and which can be studied, measured, analysed, and evaluntsd
as objectively and as independently of what is known es t 11.e
"personal equation" as it is pos,3i.ble to estimate the
of the victrola, as discussed above?

val~Je

Can aesthetic values be

measured objectively, for purposes of musical criticism, in
any way comparable to the way in which material or utilitaria,n
values are measured?
Our problem appears to bn similar to the one dealt with
by mo.ral and ethical philosophers :in their sectrch for a basic
premise for the establiRhment of their ethical theory,

The

laws of Aesthetics (if ther?- be any) would seem to be simi.lar
----------

-

(1), The above illustration, while theoretically lJOssible
and serving our purpose here as illustrating the difference
between a subjedtive and a universally valid criticism,
i e scarcely possible i.n the practical business world, since
rl.·rf•Dcts such as described rarely get outside the fact'lry.

·~-~

o.

t,., ·t.!u! laws of human conduct, in that they would be based upon
'l'tii.l'1uus intangible, elusive, imponderable elements involving

tuch immaterial factors as judgments, free will, concept of
~wmty,

etc.

Are theTe laws (1). governing the production

Md the hearing of music which are iii- any we:y analogous or
eo~arable

to those laws having to do with man's relation to

l\111 fellowman?
~tpon

How :much of our reaction to music rests

elemental laws which

All, music is a

physi~al

rul~

our physical being (for, after

phenomenon, at the moment of its

:production and. reception, at least) and how much is a product

or

our own mental conditioning?

This preliminary problem must

be dealt with ere we can hope to indicate .any standard by which
we can judge the intr5.nsic merits of a given piece of music,
Our imrestigation shall result in, we hope, the formulati.on of
a proposition which, while it perchance can be neither proved
nor disproved, nevertheless will compel the assent of our
reason; we hope to arrive at a principle the statement of which
wil), serve as a logical, consistent, reasonable explanation
of the facts which we shall shortly proceed to enumerate,

We

shall seek to discover a fundamental premise----if there be
one----for our theory, even az the moralists and social
Philosophers have done in laying the foundation for their

(1). It must be understood that the word "law" as we use
it here does not refer to anything comparable to such human
concoctions as the Volstead Act, traffic laws, etc,, but
rather refers to principles in operation in the universe, such
as "gravitation", "la.vrs of atomic weights", etc; and our
formulation of these "laws" merely.-represents our human,
feeble attempt to describe the ~ in which Nature ~·

8
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we begin with the premise that all art depends upon
·aco•epta,noe of certain conventions, it is at once apparent
:,•:tltiiltlnteliigent discussion of. any phase or branch of art is

,..".'''

1m:po11sible without agreement upon a definition of the subject-

.

under discussion,

We certainly cannot hope to lay down

· 6ri~lf)rion by which music ca.n· be cri tized until we first agree
what ·.ve mean by "music "•

The i:tentury Dictiona,ry defines

o thua:•The science of combin.ing tones in rhythmic, melodic,
order so as to

produce,effect~S

igible and agreeable to the ear,"

that whall be

This represents the

the chief stumbling block, and most contemporary composers
the definition on that account, either substituting

word "acceptable" for "agreeable". or else elimi.nating the
· ':

~drd altogether and allowing the one word "intelligible" to

" :suffice.

The definition is also unsatisfactory for our purpose

that it. refers to music as a "s.cience" only; whereas, if
is not. also an ''art" as well as a science, then does
thesis cease to have a raison d'etre,
l

such

larg~ly

For "art" deals

subjective elements as "meaning", "values",

.tfii:::f!!,rt~·l."interpreta.tion", and without these elements musical
'

cease to present the problem which we are

10.

10

Ace orting to Retfielt, (2). music is a l'Urely olljecti ve,
''''ical Jhenome.non; a.ll aesthetic iteas, all meaning, inter-

,,,:,tion ant emotion, all suliljectivity, are rulet out.

His te-

:.:J:tion is therefore im:Jossille for our purpose for the same
=·•oJn a.s was sta.tet alove.

The li.efinition which represents the a.ttitude of many
:o:1temporary com:posers is enunciatet lty Alfreto
!~remost

ilsic.

ltalia.n com:Joser, in his treatise,

:r.h!!.

Ca.:;~ella,

Evolutiol1, !U:,

"Music," he says, "is the art of combining sounts 'both

:"time ant space (that is, successively ant simultaneously)
"corlin=: to the com:Joser•s creative egoism ant his complete
:~.tifference

to every law that opposes his sincerl.ty."

To

l::ept this aefini tion, however, is to take the stant tl:J.at:
·. r."sic is pure self-expression s.nli. no thin~;; else; a.utiences

o~·

l),To the objection vrhich may be raise at this point that .• in
:nnin~: our backs on the trati tional ant stan8.arl. tefini tion of
~usic, for whatever reo.son, e.nl. a.cce:rotina; some other c1.efini tion,

· •e e.re thereby committin:.; the "hilosophical bluncler of laying
• to~n as a premise that which we Il!GtY la, ter be cal let upon to
·prove, we can only answer by sayin~~: that times have chan~:ee. an«
:hat the basic presupposition 'klack of motern art is not what
l t was a few tecates a~o; the emphasis to$.ay, as evitlencea. by
. :he {:;reatest exponents in all fieH.s, is not upon "lteauty", or
·a,reeableness", )ut rather u:pon significance, expression, meanin=:,
. fee lin~, :purpose, etc.
· (2), "To the protuction of music, three several iniiviiuals must
contriilute: the composer, the instrureent maker ana the inter:~tre
tative musician. Neither one alone, nor any two of them, can
protuce music. Not until all three have brou~ht into intimate colla'llora.tion ana the ail! '!Jetween the instrument ana the
listener's ear is tisturl9et by the actual J>layine; of the instru:ment, is music }trotuceti., That tlisturltance of the air is music,
. In the last analysis, !!lUsic ~ somethino; haneninQi .i:n ~ !!£.,
.!!l!.ll ~nothing ~·"John Rell.fiela: Music, i. Science till! §!:!1. £1.

-----------
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·"'""l''"'"'rs. are ruled out of the picture (Casella evictently
theni

a q1ti te

c-!

-
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unnecessa.ry evill ~, for the e.lem.en t of
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today who wouJ.d not only defend Casella's defini.tion of

'
' . i::':

1--;

Jlltts1o, quoted above, but would a.ppJ.y the same ;principle to the

~----1

!---
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field of art, nevertheless it will be impossible in this
to adopt any such definition; for if music be not

j,

to "communicate" an idea, or feeling,. or somethin!'!,
tromsoul; to soul 1 then does the whole :matter of "standards",
arid "criticism", the subject-matter of this thesis, become out
order;

John Drinkwater

(1), makes no effort to avoid the

of the two opposing concepts of art, but attacks it
c------

·· ·: i'earlessly----a.nd succeeds in achieving· about as perfect a
:stra.c1dle of the two horns of the dilemma as one can imagine.

r. according

i'r-- ---------

to Drinkwater, the artist expresses himself; and

oommunicates his message, or idea, whatever it may be,
· but,not to an i:maginary audience, but to himself, to his "alter

..

. (1) •. "In merely looking at the landscape and findine; it
·:· beautiful the man quite decidedly is not expressing his
·,.experience. He is not even exprer::sine it silently to himself,
•1Btlt suppose him to be an artist, ••• What does that mean?
means that in beholding this thine 1 a la.n<lsce.pe or whatever it
·he feels the ure;ent necessity not only of lookine; at it
,;,,,c:Dtrtin as complete a way as possible of understanding it, That
. r·ea..o~.J.,y the fU:nda.ment!'l.l hunger of the hu:man heart, to underown experience and it is a hunger that can be
in ol'ie way only, the taking of parts of the
erience, as it were; isolating them from their irrelevant
. ·environment, and endowing them with the concrete form of art,, ••
:is.only when he is forced to the extremely difficult business
. achieving that concrete form that the experience, in fEt,ct,
.,_, , comes complete• n John Drinkwater: The ~-ill Council, p. 10.

.
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hrtve no quarrel wl th
he rlid not colr:rf1,i t

hi~:'.

Our only· r0cret is that

vie\'.'J:_:>oi.nt.

h.irn.~::elf morr;:o

c~.ccply

1;1.ncl e).ve

Ut:]

an actue.l

was gleaned recently from Dr. Huc;h Vernon '!lhite (1).

valuable experience.
i~;

The only ci:itlcircm of this wo•.tld be th;.tt. i.t

too general, a.ncl when
'bo~fJiE:,

a,n a

ap1111~:~d

to ·music, too vaeue..

Uc inc 1 t

however, it ma.y l:v.::? l'08H.ib1.e to const.rnct a Gefin:ltion

of our own which will serve as our moilcl.
to do:

( oric;inal

This we wilJ proc':'ed.

l1lusic is ,a .utiliz8.ti'J1' of sotuHl vibrationc; in accordr:.nce

with a definite plan or system, resulting in the establishment
of relationships, and a certain forr,-,al design; by means of this
sound-pattern human thoue;ht, feeli.ng, or emotion is exprec;eed, (2),
This definition purposely o>:•li ts the concept of "communication

±:.!:2.!!!. 2M

individual to another" as an essential factor; we cannot

thus ·d.ogi!'.a.tically construct a definition which would. automatically
and categorically r'..tle out of the picture a great number of our
contemporary composers, many of whom are sincere artists and,
for all we know, men of great talent and e;enius.

For to close

(i), Dr, Hugh Vernon 'rlhite, fo.n•<.crly pc>,stor of Firf,,t Congregational
Church, Stockton; now Secretary of tha America'1 :Board of
Conunissions for l!.,ore:tcn ~,~is::::lurH~J, ~o~:.~to~_, 1Fo.~s.
tt""T:'...,..precoc<ed"
•
•
.!'J.r..
,:,.
II
(2)
o.;

ego 11

,

•"

t1""""t
l'c•,_,
.,...._,J.::.t.

J

1 'r
P_-.i·:-.
. -- , .'......
...... ---

to
•

hiT"~(.~:el:f',
~
~

or to come imac;inary· or b:y_uothet.ical, or

audience.

t.o
~

hi~::
.....

netltcr

poosilJl~~

c..ctaal

.1.. •) ..
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eyes to the existence of an ever-growing m1mber of artists
many fields----:poet.s, :painters, and

compos~;::rs----who

stoutly

:::.cinte.in that they are totally unconcerned wi t.h the problem of
w::0ther or not anyone
,,.~til

unde~itanQs

!!ill-expres_§J:.21:!, and for

UG

them, but are concernea solely
to say dogmatically that because

::1eir conception of art diffeJrH ttms l'adic'l.lly from~

(as

t:viclenced by our own smug, stand-:oat definition) thereforcl they
are imposters one and all and their output is not entitled to
be called ''art"----to do thie is aa unreasonable and as
foolish as it is for a fundamentalist in the field. of relizian
to assert that because

n.r.

,:estrninister Confession in

J:!'osdick rufuses to endorse the
~

therefore he is not a Christian.

Hurthermore, man is by nature a social animal; incH vi duals
ap1.1arently do exist, and apparently are a means in the evolutionary
process, but are not necessarily the end thereof, according to
many contemporary philosophers.

l'llan may be thou;,:ht of, as Kant

maintains, as "an end in himself", it is true, but in a social
or planetary sense m:om 9.ppears to be a means

to,~rard

a lar.cer

whole or cosmic end, or plan.

--------

l'hc idea of c'ommunication, therefore, of one sort or another,
must be implied in the above definition, ere we proceed..

\!e

care not whether the co'npoeer commune with his "alter" or with
his"audience 11

;

we do insist, however, that he commune!

14

Sectioi1

~~~·

A study of the history of Occidental art, particularly that
branch of art which we call tne· "Art of Jil[usic", .reveals the
fact tl::tat the whole course of that history is strewn with the
vrrecks of outgrown and discarded formulas or stamlarrls.

'Nhi,le

valid during the period in which they were in general acceptance,
these rules and formulas have chane;ed from one eenerat;Lon to
the next just as other customs and habits of the social group
have changed; and as each chant;e Waf! effected, Whether gradually,
as was usi1ally the case, or with unexpected suddenness, the
presuppositions underlying these rules and customs have undergone
a correspondine readjustment.
Certain facts, then, have to be taken into consideration,
'1/e

have first the fact, farn.iliar to student:> of music history,

of shifting standarcls, or rule,,, for the production and performance
of music during the last two thousand years.

'rhese rules he.ve

changed from genere.tion to generation just as the mores of the
social group have changed.

Nhether theRe

ch~>.nges

have been due

to mere chance, in the course of the eternal "fortuitous
collocation and accidental collisi.on of atoms in the universal
flux", or whether they have been in obedience to the operation
of some law or principle now unknown to us, it is not our purpose
at this point to ascertain.

(It is, however, the basic problem

of our thesis and will be dealt with later.)

It is the inescapable

15

t!£i of

these changes which must first be considered.

While the

changes were, as a rule, achieved gradually and in the face of
fierce and intense opposition----for man has ever hotly resented _any .
deviation from the status quo, be it in the .field of religion, aesthetics, morals or other social relations----nevertheless, once the
changes and readjustments had come about they immediately became fixed
ind deeply rooted in the customs and habits of the social group.

So

firmly established did these newly•a.oquired rules and standards become
that "schools" or musiC<i,l cornposi tion thus arose, based upon "tradi tiona'
and underlying presuppositions, which were regarded as axioms---even as the "law of the

~edes

and Persians, whiGh altereth not."

Now,

as we have seen, these presuppositions were considered valid during
their own generation or epoch, that is, while they were accepted by
the social group.

It would be futile, then, and entirely beside the

point, to judge the products of one age, based upon certain specific
presuppositions, by the standards and rules which held during a preceding or a later age. which were based upon fundamentally different
presuppositions.

It woult be by no means a valiQ or a justifiable

criticism, for example, to hold Gregorian music up to scorn or reproach
because it lacks vertical harmony, or regular rhythm, inasmuch as the
basic presupposition during the period when Gregorian music flourished
was that music should .!!£.1

poe~Jess

these things.

As a matter of histori-

ca.l fact, "harmony" (1). was at that time unknown, a.nei rhythm wa.s in a
very undevelopet state.

Likewise it would be quite unfair to

criticize Wagner because he fails to follow U1e patterns ant
(l).

In the more restricted musical sense of the wort.

-----------
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f~rlllv.las

as laid down one huncired years earlier oy Gluck.

Trite

:tnd commonplace though this may appear, it nevert11elesB i.s a
v~ry

necessary clearing of the ground and must be kept in mind

as we take the next 8tep in the ,approach to our problem.

In the light of the above considerations it is manifest
c~·ood.

t.he.t alJ. judgments of rird1t or wrow;,

or ugly, are based upon some
person rendering t:ae

pr~supposition

jud.~~~ment.

11

or bad, beautiful
in the mind of the

All criticisrn inYolves refe.rence

to some chare.cter, the possession of which by the object
criticized is ree:arded .,;y th:o: critic as b"J!.nr; i.n some ·cray
good, or the lack of it, bad ••• ,Such
constitutes a st~ndard of c~iticism."

B

character, so uoed,

(1).

out no hope to those who may he looking for
thraldom of subjectivity.
good,

11

he says,

11

But Dncaoc.c holds
relJ~.so

:fro!ll t't'c

"The object. is C::Llled irrunediat'3ly

when it is, to the son.tisnt be in~~; in terms of

whose 9oint of view it iA asscrtea to bs sood, n source of
pleasure directly. t.hrough its r..Jlation to him." (2),

It would

seem that all of our judr3ments arc so shot throuc;h with this
element of subjectivity that our search for. a stando.rd b.J.scd
U]lon any objoctivc elements e.t ::>.11 is frui tleEle.
of this subjectiye element in 01Jr ordino.ry daily

The persistence
thinldn[~

is

brought out most pointsdly by Geo. P. AdC1.n-:s in a lecturE. delivered·
recently at the University of Ualifornia.

(1). Ducg.sse:

--

"The reception and

The Philosov':ly £!Art, p. 267.

(2). Op. cit,,p. 268.

.,_

'

.
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perception of sensory data," he says, "become knowledge only
as some origina.l possession of the soul is aroused, leading to
a recognition of what the mind once lmew but had forgotten.
This se.me motive leads to the es·sentially Kantian thesis that
nature yields informat.ion only when questions are put to her.
And every significant que<1tion is

t~

log,ded queation, laden with

tacit assumptions as to the di.t'ection from which the e,nswer is
to come, ·and what the rg,nge of possible answers is to be,

B}very

question determines in part the answer which will prove acceptable,
,,,,No significant question can be .formulated which leaves the
facts entirely free,

Like witnesses in a law court, some of

the answers which facts might choose to gi.ve of their own
accord are ruled out of order in view of the questions asked," (1),
Adams is not here denying the possibility of the existence of
an order or category of "fact" entirely independent of any
question we may subject natur"' to; he is merely dealing with
facts as we are able to apprehend them,

His argument seems

d'istinctly in line with Kant's insistence that we never know
the "Ding-art"'-sich", but only its appearance.
As a simple illustration of the problem let us consider a
number of persons setting out to observe and to describe some
material, physical object----Lake Tahoe, let us say.

No matter

how many observers, no two would have exac.tly the same point of
view, and no two would agree in every detail; yet it seems

(1), Adams: Fact ant!, Persuective, p. 204

lO•
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to assume that the lake has a physically real existence
be described
:cttiMnc ..

~ it~

by an observer who was not

a . or· biassed by our human points of view.

.~~cuu

'fhe fact tha. t

person exists (that we·know of!) does not destroy or
reasonableness of the theory;

If we oan carry

.illustration over ;into the field of music, however, we
"'~"'"'·""'ter

an obstacle in the fact that music apparently depends

apprehension and understanding----nay, for its very
'
e;x;;Lsl;enloe--;.•upon that human point of view;

,.--,·.·: :--:: __ i; :. ''

'--'

~

create the music

· ourselves; we interpret it; the actual sound-waves may possess
. · obJective independent existence, but the music which they

re1pr•es~nt (1). does not exist~ music until it gets into the
soul 1 and its meaning to us depends upon a standard of
which
. 11Every

apparently~

create ourselves .

question which we ask of nature is a 'loaded
sa,ys Adams,

And

t~e

music critic, listening to

a.nd. ,judging a new Stra'Winsky opus is, consciously or uncon~cio:Usly1 asking questions of the new work----all of them

itloaded.'• questions.
0!:~ra~nea

Especially i f he is a professionally

musician is he subconsciously collating his impressions
technique which, as it was imparted to him in musical
, has become to him sacrosanct.

In other words, he has

''•ll'if'i"icultyo. in heari.ng ·the sound-waves a·s they actually exist,
W:ith.
all. due apologies to Redfield!
,'
,_.
-

J. "';
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thout at the same time hearing how they ought to sound according
to his conception of music.

Metaphorically, he is listening with

a blue pencil, though he may be unaware of the fact•

~

-

.

~··

.

~-----

-

-
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Some exam2)les of nnlGi.ca.l "cri tici8ms ", past anc. prcsEmt,
will be in order at this poi.nt. · One of the earJ.iest "critics"
of which we he.ve any record spuaks his mind i.n one of PJ.e.to's
Dialogues, "Poets are fond nf inconsistent mixture;

they

make further ha,roc by sep.a.r:c.tinz the rhythm and fignrc of the
d.a.nce from the meJ.ody, and the mr:>J.ody :1.nr!. r·nythrn from the w::1rds.
·.vhcrc. there r:J.r.e no v10rds it is very dj.ff:loult to rcco,. . nize thiJ
meaning of

h~.rrno:ny

and rhythm ..... t})iE+·

r-~ort

of thJng. -u:-t::.ch -J.:ms

only 1'\t swiftness and s. brutis.h noise and usep. the flute p.nd

the lyre not aB the mere

acc0m~~nj.mcnt

is exceedingly rude and coarsG;

th~

us~

of the dance and

of Either, when una.ccmn-

pa.nied by thr:> otl.v:;rs, len.ds to evr_;ry Kind of

trickery."

{1).

s~ns,

ir.re~;n}

a.ri t2r

~l

!"ld

This man we. . s .inccn!=.:ed because sorr.e "ultra-

modernist" musician of trl'" times dared to play a "solo" on his
lute, without e i t'tcr vocal or

c1

ance accompaniment.

Greek music

of that time usually consisted of a. combination of all three---voice. dance, instrument.

The prcsuppodtion back of the

criticism is obvious, 1nct it is no longer valid, nor was :;.t
valid e. thousand, two thousand, years ago.
valid at the time it was nado,

(1). Plato:

It was not even

for the new ideas had been

~. Bk, II, Jowett's tranel. vol. V. p. 240-l.

21.
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filtering in for quite a while and "music", as a combination of
its former three inseparable factors, was tottering.

Plato's

critic was evidently a die-hard fundamentalist.
Next we hear a voice out o:f thEf 14th century:

"How dare

they sing or write Discant, those who ignore the art of selecting
chords, and have no inkling which combinations of sounds constitute
concords?" (1),

This critic is heaping anathema upon the heads

of those who did not "select their chords• according to the
rules of the game (that is, those rules which had previously
been observed) and who were using, as "concords", combinatione
of tones which had not yet been accepted as such but (so music
history tells us) were shortly to be so accepted,

Three-hundred

years later anot:aer critic rails thus against Monteverde, of
"unprepared dissonance" fame:

"You hear a medley of sounds, a

variety of parts, a rumble of harmonies that are intolerable
to the ear.

One sings in quick tempo, another in slow; one

Voice has top notes, another d.eep notes; and as if this were
not enough a third remains micJway ••• ,with all the best will
in the world how can the mind see J.i(',ht in this chaos?"
Another, two hundred years later:

(2).

"Three of the movements

of Beethoven's symphony in A are without any settled design,
confused, full of harsh combinations." (3).

Few realize today

how viciously Beethoven, t1le giant, who to';:ers above all others

(1). Calvocoressi:

-

(2), Op. cit.,p; 82.

(3). '2.E,.. cit., p. 82.

Musical Criticism, p. 81.

22.
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since J3a.ch, was attacked during his lifetime.

Even Weber

(himself a younger man and a leader in that very school, the
Romantic, of which Beethoven W<J.s a fore-runner) joined hands
-·-·

with the critics and asse.rted;

·~:tfter

the completion of the

Fourth Symphony, that Beethoven was "now quite fi't' for the
madhouse,"

(1),

The chief thing which seemed to rouse his

ire was a passage for the contrabe.ss, f'l,alling for some unusual
(for a contrabassl) gymnast:!.cs,
]~ozart:

A writer in 1839 said, anent

"I examined the autograph manuscript of the work,

actually wrote this irregular

cho~d.

Mozart

Let us not say, with

Haydn, that he had his reasons for doine; so;

errors of this

kind offend our reason, our senses, and our taste," (2), ·The

same critic wrote concerning Beethoven:

"An affectation of

Beethoven's was to invent new forms, not so much under the
impulse of inspiration as in order to adhere to a preconceived
plan.• (3),

The presupposition back of this criticism is

obvious: one may invent a new form if he is "inspired" (sic)

to do

s~,

but he must not definitely plan to do so in advance!

The most overwhelming avalanche of criticism ever poured upon
any single composer, h0>'7ever, was that directed against Wagner.

One of his worst critics was :Berlioz, who seems to have had a
stroke of apoplexy wheneY_er Wagner's .name was mentioned,

!

In his

Travers Chant he relieves his mind upon many things, Wagner

(l). Elson :Errors Qf. Cri ticisJ'!!..
(2) • Calvocoressi:

(3).

2Jl•

cit. ,p. 82,

Musical Criticism, p, 82.
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runong them.

On page 297 he says, with reference to the Prelude

12, Tristan: •••. "a long piece whose sole theme is a kind of
chromatic wail, and v1hich teems with discords whose sting is
incres,eed by protracted appogi9.ture.s ,_'' (1). ;Later he refers to
sequences of diminished sevenths o>.B "bunches of serpents that
1'7rithe and hiss and. tear one another."
\Vagner:

Another writer sa,ys of

"No form, no desic;n, no rhythm, no symmetry," (2).

French writer, criticizing Depussy•s Pelleas
1902, said:

A

l l Mclisande, in

"I heard sottnljls in uninterr'"Pted scquenoe without

finding a tra.ce of design, of form, of' a motive, of an accent."

(3),

The same year another writer ·said, re.ferring to the same

work:

•The ear is hel!Jl3ss, one feels irritated ccnd bored," (4).

Debussy has gradually become a cla.sFJic; the

critici~m

which used

to be levelled aga.inst him has been transferred to SchDnberg.
1915 a critic wrote, referring to Sch8nberg:,, ••

bunches of notes •••• olotted nonsense." (5 ),

In

"Unm~mning

Hri ting in the

same vein, Rutland Boughton in the Musical Times, 1922, ss.id:
"Wild insanities such as intellectualized art disdains to
touch,,,,The period of deepest musical degradation •••• sha.melessly
avowed in cretinous babble by Sch8nberc and Stravinsky," {6).
(1) •. Calvocoressi:

{2).

-21'· ...!UJ.,

p.

Musical Criticism, p. 4,6.

82.

(3), Ibid.
(4), Ibid.

(5); J!'rederick Corder:

!h.£_ Cult of Wrong Notes, in Musical

·Q,uarterly for July 1915.
(6), Calvocoressi:

Musica],_ Criticism, p. 82.
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·.drawn from the fact and implied in his criticimn, namely, that
a criticism whi..ch is valid for one individual is necessarily
valid for the rest of the hnman race,

We have already had

occasion to refer to Prof, Adam's lecture.

Another passage in

his lecture is much to our point: "Without some prior notion
I am barred. from discriminating and identifying any fact,,,,!
·_·appear to be inelucta.bly committed, in advance of anything I
may learn from the facts 1 to a preconception Which nas determined.
my choice of this fact rather tnan that,
preconception .... I am helpless,

Without such a

When I operate with such a

· preconception, as I always must., there is an intrusion into the
situation, into my inquiry, of something other than just -the
facts themselves,,, ,Rid yourself of every theoretical 'preconception, and knowledge of fact is banished also," (1),
It is very evident also that man's aesthetic judgments, his
likes and dislikes, his prejudices and his preferences, are
·closely bound up with his emotions.
remark, from

How often we hear the

Mr, Average-Man: "I don't know much about music,

but I know what I like and what I don't like!"

Our music

critics do not express it quite that way (in fact, they omit
the first half of the above sentence altogether!) but, being

(l) ,oo. cit•• p. 204--208, Space. forbids further quotation from
thiMpnmtid lecture, much of which goes to the very philosophical ,_
i
of the problem of musical criticism,
'"
"'-~~~===
c~--
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human beings, their behavior pat terns are strikingly similar.
The average man is usually quite incapable of discussine; the
fundamental concepts of either music or religion (psycholoe;ica.lly
closely related fields) with any degree of rational it;~' or
· straight thinking.
san~ty,

·rhe moment a tender spot is touched, all

sober judgment and unprejudiced facing of all of the

evidence disappears and the candidate explodes J.;Lke an emotional
pop-gun.

Intelligent discussion of all of the 1vidence involved,

on its own merits, is well-nigh impossible.

It is this emotional

element which, running rampant and imchecked, is responsible
for much of the invalid and unjust criticism, past·and present.
In an article by Bertrand Russell in a recent issue of

~

Nation there is a passage much to the point in this connection.
"The main principle of the scientific method," )le sayro, "is that
emotion •• •. is not evidence.
decides the ends to which

];motion has its sphere 1 since i.t

'il>Ui:'

activities are to be devoted, but

it should not be allowed to obscure our vision as to the

means for realizing those ends."

He also, enlarging upon this

idea, quotes from Piaget 1 s book on ,Judgment ancl Reasoning in
~

Child. "Reasoning," he says, "according to Piaget 1

develops as a method of arriving at a social truth upon which
all can agree,

This condition is, I think, largely valid, and

·.emphasizes one great merit of the scientific method----namely,
that i t tends to avoid those intractable disputes which arise
private emotion is regarded as the test of truth." (1).

(1).

Bertrand Russell: ~~at

l Believe, in The Nation, April 29, 1931.
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When the criticisms quoted a moment ago (Berlioz, et aL)
ttro re-read in the 1 ight of Bertrand Hussell' s remarks, the
vitiating influence of the emotional element upon any attempt
at valid aesthetic criticism be,cgmes -~pparent.

These men were

one and all _convinced (assuming, as we must, their sincerity
and lack of any ulterior motive) that that which had affronted
their delicately adjusted aesthetic sensibilities was thereby
wrong, or ugly, or spurious, or whatever it was they qa.lled it, ( 1).
A glance OVOJr the field of contemporary criticism leaves
one amazed at the diversity of opi11ion and flat disagreement
amongst those in the high places of authority,

)])v;;n concerning

a man like Scriabin, wh.o has been dead for some seventeen years
now, i t is impossible to find anything approaching unanimity of
opinion.

J. Jl:aglefield 'Hull says of him;

"The Sonatas of

Scriabin are destined in the future to occupy a niche of their
(1), The question may very well arise at this point: Is it
possible to have any Art criticism, or for that matter, Art
itself, without involving the emotional element? .The answer
is'contained in the text of Russell's article, quoted above,
"Emotion has its sphere," he says, "but it should not be
allowed to obscure our vision." Of course, Art could not
exist without emotion (since it is the exDression of some
form of emotion}, But in the field of criticism, the emotional
element should not be allowed to dominate; on the contrary,
in the field of musical criticism the intellectual element
should predominate, In fact, the more nearly the critic
suo ceeds in eliminating tlie emoti anal element altogether the
more objective, or in other words the more universally valid,
does his criticism become. Can the emotional element ever be
eliminated in musical criticism? Not as long as man remains
Man and art remains art. How much of it can be eliminated?
Music consists of certain obviously obje.ct.iy¢cfactors and
certain obviously subjective factors, and •t:f!,e;.felative
significance and importance of these vari64s.;£a.c tors forms
the main subject matter of our thesis,
:/(!/.('
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own·, together with the forty-eight :preludes of Each, the thirtytwo sonatas of Beethoven, e.nd the piano works of Chopin," (1),
A writer in 'rhe Nation, upon the occaaion of the first performance
of Prometheus in this country, in 1914, waxes
rhapsodical: "Listenine: to it solely as

e1o~uent

mu~ie,"

and

he says, "only

a congenitally unimaginative dullard, or a musician sodden
with the futile teaching of the text-books and the conservatories,
could help feeling that here is music that comes as near as it
if; at present possible to being the :pure voice of Nature and
the soul themselves .... " etc. (2),

Whereas Cecil Gray says of

him:· "Scriabin 's music has all the appearance of great art in
the same way that culture :pearls have all the appearance of
real pearls •••• It is not a natural, spontaneous growth, but is
artificially stimulated and provoked,

It does not live, but

has only a galvanic semblance of life, a false appearance of
vitality," (3), A comparison of the laat two criticisms leaves
one fairly aghast;

it is difficult to conceive of two opinions

more widely divergent, more flatly contradictory, than these,
Similar disagreement is found when we compare Gray's evaluation
of Stravinsky with that of Paul Hosenfeld.

Gray says:

"That

he of all people should claim to be regarded as a writer of pu,re
music is one of the most remarkable examples of insolence and
charlatanism in the history of art; that he should be accepted
as one is only another inste.nce of the melancholy atupidi ty and'·

(1), Hull: Scriabin, p. 116,
(2), Gray: A Survey

- -·

2!.

( 3). Op, cit, :p, 155,

Contemporary

M!:!!ll£,

p, 151.
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gullibility of the musical public," (1).

This is strong

language; but now let us listen to Rosenfeld:

"It is doubtful

whether any living composer has opened new musical land more
widely than he (Stravinsky). Fo_r-he has not only minted music
anew.

He ha_s reached a point ahead of· us that the world would

have reached without him.
has~or-ought

waiting,

That alone shows him the genius,

He

into music something for which we had long been

-~~which

~oment, -~ Sacre

we knew must one day arrive,

92. Printemps

To us, at this

appea.rs one of those compositions

that mark off the musical miles," (2),
Now, both of these men cannot be right, and eventually one
or the other will be found. to have been wrong; ( 3),

and in

the meantime, when giants such as these collide thus violently
in their opinions, the tendency of most modest people is to hunt
for cover.

The main objective of this thesis, however, is to

discover if there is any way by which we can know,

~

'l.nd.

~·

vrhich one is ric;ht and which one is wrong, without allowing
our opinions or our prejudices, our emotions or our passions,
to affect the decision in any wa;;- whatever.

The Stravinsky

work, by the wa;;-, which Rosenfeld referred to above, created
about as much uproar in its time as has probably any other single

( l) , Gray: A Survey 91. Contemporary

~ic,

p, 150.

(2). Rosenfeld: Musical Portraits, p. 204.
(3). By whom, and on what grounds, the decision will be made,
will be dealt with in Section Five,
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in music history. . At its initial performance in New York
1913 many of the audience stood up and hissed and cat-called,
and people left the hall in droves. _.This indicated apparently,

.&t the time, that the piece wa's-a failure

1

and criticisms such

the,t 'by {}ray (quoted above) wou.J.d appear to have had some
However, the host:il.ity to the piece has steadily
;decreased. year by year.

' <to
.

For some reason the conductors seemed

feel that the work had merit and persistently programmed it.

'today i t is in the .library of every orchestra of prominemce, is
.

playe<;l regularly and evokes no serious opposition (even over
and is in process of becoming----if indeed it has not
'become----a classic.

The victrola record of this famous

Saore is now used before music history and appreciation classes
as an exaJ!lple of "one of the earliest successful attempts to
w:hte in the ultra-modern idiom".

According to thi,s, then, it

'i'lould appear that Rosenfeld's evaluation of Stravinsky was,
a11, the correct one.

If we decide, then,

tha~

his

.•c:t'iticism was the valid one, upon what does our decision rest?

·j~ .. •upon a. keen critical analysis of Rosenfeld's statement, a
of every word, etc.?----no such thing, of course.
then?----a. personal hearing of the Sacre over and
and a minute and thorough study and analysis of its
its inherent musical
kind,

value?-~--nothing

Stravinsky is judged to be a genius today not

Rosenfeld said thus and so, for that was merely his
bn, and no ind.i.vidual judgment or opinion can ever be

,--------

consii.ered. ae final; man is a social animal, ,.nal. the decision 31
or the social group, as a whole, eventually becomes the final
criterion. (l).

Posterity then, renders the ultimate verdict, from

which there is no appeal.

Society, which began by turning

'thumbs down" on the work in 1913, has reversed its decision
~nt

accepted. the work.

-

This may serve us as a clue to the eventual

solution of our problem, and. will be referred to later. (2).
Before we 1eave the subject of contemporary criticism it
will be instructive to point out·now a critic will not only
iieagree flatly with a. fellow-critic on some mo 0 t queation, but
he will also sometimes disagree with himsel_!.
oan occur for two reasons.

This phenomenon

The cri.tic may have opportl.lnity,

after expressing his first adverse opinion of a work, to
become much more closely acquainted with it, and finds that it
impresses him very favorably; or, the critic ma.y, after hearing
(1). "Final•, that is, to the extent to which it receives universal
ant permanent acceptance, No decision, whether individual or social,
can be "final" in an abeolute sense, since iml.ividuals anQJ. groups
often change their minds, and. one generation frequently reverses the
aecision of a previous generation. ~amples of this are common in
music history ami neeci not be quoted here. The terms "final liecision"
ant "valitity 8 , as used. in this thesis, must be thought of as relative
~ni not absolute terms.
(2). The reader must not at this point jump to the hasty conclusion
that we have stumblet, inadvertently as it were, upon the solution of
our problem. To say that "posterity reniers the ultimate verdict" is
merely to state a platituliinous and self-evident fact, a fact which is
known to most thinking people. But to confuse this simple anel. obvious
fact with the speoifie problem liealt with in this thesis, as it has been
so frequently stated in these pages, is totally to misapprehenci. the
nature of' musical critic ism and the nature of the problem involved there· -- ··
in. The music critic el.oes not ask whether or not Eeethoven's sxmph~nies,
or Chopin's Ballates are great art-works; his ancesters ci.ecided that
before he was born. Rather kl ,_~concerned with the proolem of decici.ing
whether or not the new Symphony-by Stravinsky is a great art-work.
Posterity can here be of little avail, inasmuch as it has not as yet
arrived on the scene.
The closely relatet problem of ~ana on ~ grounds posterity
arrives at its conclusions will be dealt with more fully in Section Five~·.----~
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the work the first time, develop and broaden considerably along
the lines of general music stmly, through research, reacling,

?.ttending concerts, etc., with the res.nlt thnt, upon hea:rinc'.
the work again he discovers mer.i.ts which were formerly hidCI.en
from him, and is com9elled to reverse his original verdict.
Tn the November, 1928, issue of

~

1

( 1),

Amer:Lc101.n Orga.ll.ist appearF.ld

an article purporting to be a critical review of the organ vrorks
of Lea Sower by,
Prelude 2.!1

ib&

Speak:i.ne: of one of the works, a certain
:§.~SL1i.otion,

the writer said:

"The pi,ece simply

fails to get under my skin, and the reason lies possibly in the
lack of real melodic 1)eauty and charm in the Gregorian theme
upon which the work is based,

'ro me the theme not only lacks

beauty and real melodic interest, but is of a stern, forbidd-ing,
almost relentless character."

(2).

In all fairness it must be

said that the author pa.:ctially saves his face by reminding the
readers, in. his very next sentence, that he was ''merely statine;
his own opinion."

'rhe author o:f this criticism, having had

occasion, since writine; it five years a.go, to study the work
referred to and to become very well acquainted with it, together
with several others of Sower by's larger works, now· find.s himself
entirely out of sympathy with his original statement,

light of Prof. Adams' Fact and Persuective

In the

i t is evident that

(1).

Both of these cases of "reversal of verdict" are of course
excellent examples of the phenomenon of "PerspectiYe" discussed
preYiously in connection with Adams' lectuc-e.

(2). ~Organ Works of V'Jo Sowerby, by Allan :Bacon, in
Organist, Nov. and DeC"; 19'28.

::!:lliL

~·

•.!1\1.
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this 'is another case where the "fact" (i.e., the work itself)
did not change during the interim, but the critic's "perspecti<re"
certainly did change very mate;,ially.
JJ'requently we encounter c.dticisms of technique worded in
such a way t_ha.t the underlying presupposition is very plainly
hinted. at.

An editorial in the :Jtoc.\{ton Heoord. for January 9 1

1933, speaking of the premiere of the opera :ci:rnperor Jones. at
the Metropolitan, said:

"Louis Gruenberg missed a golden

opportunity when converting .u:ugene O'Neill's play into a socalled opera •••• With an

·-~-tmosphere·

prelude' rather than an

. overtufe, and the piece entirely devoid of arias, the chorus
:Singing a mere back-ground for the speeches <md only one snatch
of melody in the whole production, it seems to he.ve been a
dramatic novelty more than a musical vehicle,., .The lines in the
O.'Neill play are veritable arias in themselves,

They fairly cry

out for musical interpretation •• ,.The play has great possibilities

tor the opera
have missed."

sta~e,

possibilities which Gruenberg seems to

The presuppositions back of this criticism would

appear to be as follows:
should have at

An "opera.• should have an overture;

least-~

arias; the chorus should be an .

.integral part of the performance, not a mere "back-ground"; and
should contain plenty of melody.

One wonders if this critic

the striking similarity between his criticism of
and the savage attacks made upon Wagner sixty years
one wonders if he is aware of present-day tendencies
in opera cornposi tion.
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In the November, 1931, issue of Disques a writer, (1).

:

-.

.speaking of the problem of equal temperament, says:

I"r----

"Some

sort of compromise is forced upon us willy nilly by nature, as

I

~-----

~----

lone; as we wish harmonic music, andH·· ,not only by nature but

(-

by lor;ic also, as long e,s we wish to avail ourselves of the

immense variety afforded by the multiplication of different keys
or tonalities."

The writer here is certainly naively frank.

"As long as we wish" harmonic music (he does not, however
define his term "harmonic"', and thE) word "tona:L" is far more; to
the point) then indeed we must needs take whatever steps are
necessary to ensure itJ

As Lincoln once remarked about a certain

dog which was under dhcussion:

"If a person lil;:ed that kind of

a dog, then the chances are that's just the dog he'd like!" (2),
lri'~

Rocetltr '..: whole argument, by the way, falls down like a house

of cards the minute atonality, which is

"~accompli"

in modern

I

i
!

music, is admitted into the system.
I

I

Calvoooreesi strikes very definitely at this sort of

!

reasoning----if it can be called that,

"We must remember that

deduction always resorts to syllogism, and that the first
condition of syllogism is thut its premises be universal."

(3),

In . order to found a syllogism on an empirical basis we must

(1). A Mathematician Looks at Music, by Winthrop Rogers, Disgucs,
Nov. l931.
{2}. This is not to be interpreted as an argument either for· or
against harmony or tonal music. It is merely an illustration of
the use of a naive presupposition as basis for a judgment.

i'

cc:--- .
1

{3). Calvocoressi is, of course, wrong in this particular sentence,
since every lo<;;ician knows that particular prem1ses are also
valid in certa1n logical syllogisms.
·
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•

begin by showing beyond the possibil i.ty .of a d.oubt that this rule
of logic is not infringed,

If our premises are

th~t

and patterns in music must be relatedc·to one another,
on safe ground•

'soundn
1

we are

But these premises are too vague to be of use

without some kind of addition,

And it is when we consider

possible additions that the trouble begins,

If we say, for

instance, 'sounds e.nd patterns in music must be rel0.ted to one
another accordi.ng to the principles which govern the relations
of' sounds in the major and minor scale e,s shown by current
theory,' we begin by assuming what we may be requested to demon-

etratebefore we venture to condemn as illogical a work in which
the condition is not observed." (1),

In other words, too many

music critics assume at the outset the very thing they are
supposed to be endeavoring to prove:

l!,ortunate indeed is the

critic who can hit upon premises which are universally valid
and altogether beyond challenge, and specific enovgh to provide
an infallible standard of judgment.
It is refreshing to come occasionally across a critic who
seems to be aware of the delicacy of the problem.

Such a man is

In an article written on Debussy's Pelleas et Melisande
as far back as 1906 (when the Debussy controversy was almost
.as its height) he displays an attitude of suspended judgment as
.commendable as it is rare in the field of musical criticism. (2).
Calvocoressi:

Musical Criticism, p. 60.

Ca.lvocoressi:

Muejgal

Qritjqjsm,

p. 94,.
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in• the Musical Quarterly for Jan. 1915 he wrote that

something .to which he had not yet the clue. ( 1).

This

several years after various writers had started describing
11. as ~ere nonsense (·"clotted nonsense", ment. ioned above)
giving any ree.son except the customary one that i t
·".did not· make sense", nor showing by which process they had
.reached this concJ.usion,

.A.pa.rt from any question whether they

were, or will eventually be found to have been, right or wrong,
• tliere can be no doubt that Had ow• s attitude was unimpeachable,
theirs very unsatisfactory.
Musical criticism involves many complex factors,

.J,uest ions

individual taste, of training, of environmental background,
temperament, all the factors which go to make up that rnysterious thing we call "indi vid.uali ty", enter into the expression
_personal opinion on the part of the critic which he terms his
ifcriticism 11 ,

Composers are frequently the worst of critics.

No matter how gifted a man may be as a composer, the fact that
was wedded to some particular school of composition would
i't extremely difficult for him to see merit in a composer
a totally different style or system,

Thus Brahms is

to have fallen a.sleep in his corner while Liszt was
(Liszt•s) Sonata before an admiring group of friends

.I
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in his studio at ·.veimar; Brabllls also could not understand
:Bruckner a.t all, and disliked Tschaikowsky intensely; while
. the latter in turn did not care for B;rahms.

Tschaikowsky,

in fact, seems to have been a mo-st remarke,ble man.

He

critioi2;ed .his contemporaries Liszt and Strausr,J seTe.rii;J;y;'.,but
not content with that he is o.redi ted with having ::;poken
.disparaeingly of Bach, HM.nde l, Haydn and even :Beethoven •
. Hl!ndel spoke with contempt of G·luok 1 s music; 'NGiber and Spohr
. considered Beethoven absurd; Cherubinl. could ma,ke nothing of
Berlioz' compositions, and Mendelssohn sneered occasionally at
Schumann. (l).

All criticisms of this character obviously

belong either in the "emotional" or

111

the "perspective"

·categories discussed above,
Having examined quite a number of criticisms, t:1en, past
and present, and having pointed out the underlying fallacy in

each case (wherever the fallacy could be determined with reason"
able certainty) 1 the time has come to take a definite stand.
Having decided that the criticisms discussed are

.!12.1:. valid, in

.al1 fairness it seems that it is now incumbent upon us to
state what is a valid criticism.

If certain examples quoted

are not valid, it devolves upon us to give at least one example
a criticism which is valid.
must be faced.

This is a difficult task, but

Our first step is to examine anew the list

criticisms quoted above and to group them according
{1), Elson: Errors of Criticism.

to a
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itferent system, Some of them very obviously aimed at t!le
,· composer's use of what we may call the "materials of music
>composition"----harmony, melody, farm,· etc. "Descant" •. ,,
.. 'chords", ••• "variety of partr1", ••. "no settled design",,,,
•contrabass technique",, ,,"harsh oombinations",,.,1rregular
chord", , , • "ohromat ic wail", , , , "protracted appoggiaturas"
·,,,."no form", ·•. "no rhythm",.,. uno traoe of a design 1 " ,

•••

All these things, when sifted clown,' refer to t'1.e COll.JJ,'Oser's
use

(or

misuse) of the various elements of music, as we know them;

·in other words, they refer to his technioue,

Other criticiems

obviously belong in a different group; they are aimed
at the result of the composer's efforts, as interpreted
by the critic in terms of "meanine;", "beauty", etc,

·· as "chaos",,,, "confused",, •. "bunches of serpents 11 ••

Such terms
,,

"irritated

and bored 11 . . . . "umneaning bunches of notes".;,."clotted nonsense"
•••• "wild insanities" •••• "cretinous babble" •••• all are merely
various ways of saying the piece either had no meaning or
else was horrid and ugly.

The first group we may well term

since they deal with definite, concrete, specific
"There is the irregular chard, or note, or what-not;
with eyes and ears can examine far himself and verify_ what
The second group then will be subjective, since they
with the critics 1 interpretat ian of these facts,
Nowi with reference to criticisms of the first type, it

there is no c'ri tic ism which may be levelled against
piece of music which can be based upon the composer's

39
treatment of melody, rhytl:un, form or harmony, ~such (critic ism,
then, based upon the composer's use of the materials of m•1si cal
composition) and. which can lay claim to validity.

That is, i.t

might be valid to the individual maki'rig the criticism, but
~

.---

that it was universally valid would .remain i2_ 12.§. proved----and
the verdict of. :posterity requires time.

For this would be

merely a criticism of the composer's technique, and a definition
of either "art", or "musJ.c", or "aesthetics" which makes any
mention of technique has yet to make its appearance!
second group of criticisms, the

"subjectiv~"

first to be on somewhat firmer ground.

As for the

type, we ap:pear at

.For what defense is there

for "clotted nonsense", and "unmeaning bunches of notes"
trying to masquerade as music?----and if one is "irritated and
bored" while listening to a Symphony why should we allow the
oomposer to write another one?

But let us consider a moment.

Who says the piece is "clotted nonsense"?
course.

The critic, of

Does that thereby eetablish it as a fact?

know that it is nonsense?

Do we

Well, it is nonsense to :!ill.!::, 2£..illi

(we generously assume his sincerity), but as for the rest of
·society, we are not so sure.

'i-i'hen the critics heard the famous

Sacre du Printemps, in 1913, they with one accord stood on the
backs of their chairs and shook their fists at the director in
a frenzy of righteous indignation; they were furthermore
.encouraged in their opinion by the fact that nine-tenths of the
audience were add'ing their voices to the tumult.

Society has,

'1:

u ..
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reconsidered its .verdict during the last twenty years,
and only the most obstinate musical fundamentalist dares J:''cLise
his voice in the sa.me tone of criticis·m today.

The "wil<i

insanities", by the way, quoted above! was used with reference
to this self-sa.me Sa.cre nine years after this eventful 1913.
It would seem 1 then, that the subjective type of criticism
is no whit more reliable or un;LverrJftlly vm.J.id than the other

kind.

Again and a.ga.in we find a c.t'itic airing his own mere

personal opinion, or emotional bias, or lack of knowledge or lack
of technical equi:pment (.1.nd seeking to pass it off as valJ.d
critic ism,

l!'or examplE,), he will take refuge behind the defense

mechanism of "It doesn't mean anything" when the truth is the
idiom of the composer is so strange and complicated that he
make neithe·r head nor tail of it.

c'~n

An avera.e;e American attending

a lecture delivered in fluent Hindustani, or a child of ten
picking up a volume of Kant, could each also say, .and with
equal fervor, "It doesn't mean anything,"
them.

Nor would it----to

But to return to the music critic, the piece mic;ht be

full of meaning to anothe.r. man possessing more specialized
training; i t might even be fnll of meaning 12, :tl1£,

~

.£_ritic

five years later!
This immediately suggests the analogy of the victrola
illustration which was used in Section One.

A unive.rsally valid

presup.posi tion, we found, was essential to undere;ird any piece
of criticism which claimed val icli ty, and by "uni versaJ. validity"
we meant that it must hold for everyone and be not dependent

I

,,

"±.L "
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·upon bias, or lack of training or what-not.
··~assess

A victrola must not

an:y mechanical defect, but must run and play recorcls.

tr we do not know how to wind it up, however, it is our fault
and we inust not blame the victro-la----or the dealer,
is the basic presupposition baclt of a piece of music?

it a.ll depends upon what our definition of mtlsig_ is,

Now, what
Why,
Or,

ilince music is a form of Art, we must first agree upon a
definition of AJ:'t,

The critic, then, who saysi

music," really means to say,
work. of art ,n

"This is not

"This yieoe of music is not a

An:y given piece of music must conform to the

definition Which states what !El!!,i92d,

ll£i should be; if it

fails to meet that test, then, it is not art, whatever else
it may be;

So, then, all we need to do is to look back to the

·definition we decided would be our official one for this thesis,
haul it upon the carpet a-Yld proceed t•J ufle it as a measuring
rod for the. particular piece of music which we wish to put
to the test.
Absurdly simple!

And yet the merest tyro can see that we

have quite naively worked our way around a neat little circle
and are now back exactly where we started.

For after we· put

piece to the test, measuring it up against our definition,
someone has to make the decision.

Shall we let Mr. A. make

it, ·or W..r. B.?, or shall we import a music critic for. t..l-J.e
No matter which we do; the decision is made, let
sey, and the piece is judged either good or bad.

Is the

··~
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criticism a valid one?

How do we knoVI it is?

For the decision

Was made by an individual and represents simply his opinion
and nothing else;

he may not .know any more about mus:l.c than

you or I (and if he does, that very knowledge or special
training may.prove to be the personal bias, the "perspective",
11'hich will make imposs:l.ble the universally valid type of
Judgment which we are seeking);

and even you or I could do

no more than state our opinion (giving, of course, our reasons
and the undergirding presupposition, :i.n the form of a syllogism)
and then sit back and hope and trust that posterity will.
confirm our verdict!
However, it would seem that our time spent in working our
way around the little circle has not been entirely wasted after
all.

Looking back to our official definition of music, there

seems to be a number of things which it automatically eliminates as having no place in true criticism.

£or example, the

definition speaks of the "utilization of sound vibrations",
but places no restrictions or deliJI!\i tations upon technical
procedure,

~ ~.

which the composer may employ;

hence any

criticism of his technique itself, as such, is out of order.
This is not to be interpreted, of course, as meaning that
composers are free to let their audacity and their diabolical
ingenuity run amok, or that they can trample all the laws of
a.ea.thetics under foot and can claim immunity from critic ism
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'for so doing. (1).

I

It does mean, however, that a composer must

I

[_

judged by his results, and not by the means he may employ

I

~-·--

obtain those results----difficult though it may be, at all

1__
,

separate these two from each other When we endeavor
·to ma.ke our judgments.
We have found, then, that bac1: of any c.riticism there
must be some presupposition (either stated or implied) and

the only universally valid presupposition that we can diacover
ie that the piece

·!!!ill:i

~

art 1 according to a definition which

,-

~-----

must also 'be either stated or implied,

11.

criticism stating

i

thl'l.t a certaln piece of music is bad because of cert(l.in
irregularities of form, rhythm or harmony, etc., can lay no
claim to validity, for on every one of these points the piece
might prove to be entirely acceptable to another individual
poases~ing

·,

i

a wider knowledge, training, etc.----or in other

words, having a different perspective.
that a piece is

!l2.im.

And even the criticism

i
'

while it may lay claim to validity,

and rtl8.Y even appear to be universally valid, for a time, must,
lri the last analysis, wait for posterity to seal and confirm

I

·the verdict,

(1)• "The functiortof the creative artist consists in making
laws, not in follow_ing laws ree1dy made. He who follows 'S<JCh laws
ceases to be a creator •••• :But an intentional avoidance of the rules
cannot masquerade as creative J:lOWer, and still less engender it,
.The truecreator strives, in reality, after perfection onl;,r. And
through bringing this into harmony with his OVI!!l personality, a. new
··.law arises without premeditation." Busoni: A New Aesthetic of
Music 1 p. 22. ·
--

III

,i ___ -----

\
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Section l!,our.

The time has now come to conduct a thoroue;h :invectigation
into the nature of music as a form of art; to exa'Tline into its
primordial essence, if vre can, and see if there be in it any
factor or factors, independent of any intGrprCJtation or other
subjective element on the part of the listener, which rrJtzy br"
studied and analysed Objectively,

Our first line of i•,quil•y

leado us into the fielo of pure aesthetics.

Man eeeQ to possess

an innate sem'e of form and

~ymxnetry,

the ideal, for perfection.

·;'hether or not this is truly innate

a l•m[·;lng for· the bes.utiful,

{i.e,, inborn, a part of man's nature, transmitted from parent
to off-spring) or whether it !.e an acquired. char!OI.cteristic, e.
product of man's own conditioning, will be discuscled shortly.

The

a.bstreoct nature of music itself, combined with the mathematical
coherence of its notat.i.on system, undoubtedly contribute
man's aesthetic enjoyment,

(l),

to

The beauty of a mathematical

result is the fundamental motive for its pursuit,

(2). as

any mathematician will readily testify.
Now, modern psychologists are inclined to reject the idea.
(1), As John TJewey says:
"The aesthetic character of lo;:;ics.l
coherence rather than its tested coherence with fact is that
which yields the delight." Experienee ~Nature, p.82.
(2). "Every cres.tive mathematician is essentially a creative
artist. The most important a n•\ fertilediscoveries in the
whole field of mathematics have been made by mc;n who were
guided by aesthetic motives----men whose insic;ht into unsuspected
relations between apparently diverse phenomena led them to rep:j.ace
an ugly and unsatisfactory chaos by a beautiful and illuminating
order." Prof •.J:dw. V. Huntington (of Harvard) in l l i Scientific
Monthly for April, 1931.
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of m<;;n's possessing a "sense of morality" or an "aesthetic sense"
• which is inborn, a part of his n3.tural endo>,mLent at birth.

In

the light of the most recent research, embracinu much
experimentation with younc; children, it G,ppears that man
is not exidovred at birth with an instinctive mor£{1 sense 1 ()r
with an ability to DJ1.:1.ke n distinction between "rit;;ht" and "wrong";
nor does he seem to poaseGs, a.t birth, a preferance for "beautiful"
thine;s and a repuenance for "ugly" thinss.

In this tbe

modern psychology seems to be out of step with most writers
on Aecthetics.

Raymond, for ex.aml>l<";, first quotes from

f,chiller, and then from Herbert Spencer (1). to establish the
fact that aesthetic results· are attributed to the "plcy impulse".
He then quotes from G, lJa.ldwin Brown, in his work on .!h&_

~

Arts: "N:an possesses an ideal self-deterx,.ined life', existing
side .by side with, but 2,pa..1:-t from, hie life as conditioned by
material needs.

This life exprese.es itself in, and is nourished

by, various forms of 'free and spontaneous expression and 2.ction',
which in the lower erades take the shape of that rationa,l and
significStnt

plS~.y

in his own words:

resultinc in art."

He then sums up the arc;ument

"This is much the Si'Lme a,s to say that every

animute creature is an embodiment of vitality, or life-force,
as we may term it; and, as if to prevent a lack of it in him,
it is usually given him in excess •••• Those, therefore, who

identify the art-impulse with tlle play-impulse are justified when
. (1) • Raymond:

The EssentiG,ls of Aesthetjcs, p, 10.
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they apply their tests either to the results of the two, or to
their sources."

Carritt, after quarrelling some with Schiller's

"Play Theory", finally admits, rather srudgingly: "If all that
is meant be this: that only when the -life-sustaining functions
'

-

fulfilled have we leisure to elaborate ,our cricket, our
and our psychology, it may be gn,ntecl," (1),
, takes a similar view.

Flaccus

Intellectual economy may suggest a

single explanatory principle, such as util;Lty, J;Jlay, sex, or
,

self-e:~~pression,

but he considers it :l,mpossible to run bacl< the

various types of art to any one source, (2).
It is not necessary for our purpose, however, to establish
or to cha.mpion one of these two conflicting theories and to reject
the other •

1\lk'l.n may be endowed e.t birth, by nature, with this

craving for beauty, for logical form, symmetry and mathematical
orderliness; or he may acquire all this as a result of early and
and constant

conditioning~

We may well leave the psychologists

and the aestheticians to settle tb,e matter to their mutual
satisfaction (which, alas! we know perfectly·well they will
never do!) and adopt as a basic fact that upon which all are
agreed, namely, that mature man does possess this longing for
, beauty and for perfection.

. "Hesort to aesthetic objects is

the spontaneous human escape and consolation in a tryine and
difficult world •••• Objects are actually aesthetic when they
hazard and defeat to an issue which is above and beyond
Oarritt:

~Theory

Fla.ccus:

~

of Beauty, p. 15.

Spirit and Substance Qf.

~.

p. 35.
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trouble and vicissitude.

Festa.l celebration and consummatory
.

.

I

delights belong only in a world tha.t knows risk and hardshiP'(l) •
•• • • we long amid. a troubled world, for perfect being.

We

forget that what gives meaning to the nertl.on. of perfection is
the events 'that create longing, and that apart from them, a
'perfect' world would mean just an unchanging, brute, existential.
thing•" (2).
There are still many obscure problems connected with the
underlying psychologice.l mechanism of formal strvcture.

·;re

still do oot know why the operatio-n of the mechanism is accompanied by pleasure,
the other.

Theories abound, but they differ one from

There is, for example, the theory of the close

affinity between certain aesthetic principles and the general
biological· principle of equilibrium. {3). There is also a feeling
among many writers that there is some basic connection between
man 1.s "formal" sense and his "rhythmic" sense; that the former
is merely an outgrowth of, or let us so,y a "fulfillment" of, the
latter. {4). This is unquestionably true in music,

Formal

structures such as have been elaborated in our occidental
music----the sonata-allegro, the rondo form, variation form,
etc..,---can only be explained on the basis of rhythm, combined

(1). John Dewey: Experience a.nd Nature, p. 88-9
(2).

2R.• ill• ,Chap.

III.

(3), Pratt: The Meaning Qf Music, p. 85,
( 4), This will be dealt with more fully later when considering
.the significance of rhythm.
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imagination, carried to its logical development.
tl:ie

~

As to

o:f pleasure accompanying the operation of the mechanism

of formal structure, it is a familiar enough phenomenon,
-··
may be its explanation.- Young children exhibit a
·fondness for_ and a delight in formal structure, a thrill in
participating in the rite of "making things come out even",. A
child of five will glibly recite,for the thousandth time, some
fragment of' rhyme, the words of' which ma.y be entirely over his
head; the lilt and ewing of the rhythm seeJ'lls to hold him. fasoin•
ated,

~Spell-bound,

and once

startE~d,

upon his jingle no power

heaven can thwart him or divert his attention.

Organists

and other instrumentalists are privileged to enjoy similar
·aesthetic experiences; the thrill of negotiating our way
through a. majestic Jla.ch fugue and. to feel the mighty work unfold
under our fingers, phrase by phrase and section by section, in
logical sequence and masterly detail----to feel that we are
actually participating in the re-creation of a "musical Woolworth
lluilding"----this is indeed an experience comparable to few
we are privileged to enjoy.
An a.speot of tl1e formal structure of musical works which

seldom dealt with by writers on the subject is that having
do with the physical size, or length, of any particular work
the relation of that size to the value of the piece as an
work.

Just as living beings seem to obey some inscrutable
law which determines the size of each individual

(1). so are musical works amenable to some regulative
On

Being~

Right

~.

by Haldane, in Harper's, March
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principle which governs, for each individual piece, the ratio
between size and content,

:!!'or example, Mahler would probably

-

---

----

'

be rated today as a grGater genius if his Symphonies

had not

exceeded by their colossal size thG "limits necessary and·
appropriate for the development of the musical ideas implanted
in them,
'ilhen we come to a. consideration of the

tE~rm

"beauty" we

find ourselves in a veri table "No-man 1 e-land" between the
hostile forces of modern psychology on the one hand and of
aesthetics on the othe:t•,

:B'or whereas most modern American

psychologists declare flatly that all our ideas of what we
term "beautiful" are purely subjective, a result of mental
conditioning, or.temperament, or education, or association,
or what have you, on the other hand most authoritieE on
aesthetics, if they do not state so in so many words, let it
be quite definitely understood that"Beauty" is a very real
thing, with a definite objective existence not at all
dependent upon whether or not man is aware or cognizant of it.
And while the aestheticians are, in the opinion of the writer,
rieht in theory, nevertheless they cannot prove their case
(except to their own personal sa tisfac ti on----which of course
does not count!); on paper, the psychologists appear to· have
the better of the argument.

Let us examine some outstanding

authorities and compare their statements.
Raymond treats us to a real definition:

"Beauty is a

characteristic of any complex form of varied elements

-----
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producing apprehensible unity (:L.e, • harmony or likeness) of
effect upon the motive organs of sensation in the ear or eye,
or upon the emotive sources of imagine.tion in the mind; or
.-·

upon both the one and the

other~"

(1).

The objective

character of beauty is brought out even more strongly by
Prall: "We call the object beautiful no more figuratively or
l~sa

literally than we call it red or round or solid or

~zternal

or objective, since after all the object is contin•

uous in nature with everything else as an event within
related events,,,,Altho it is the quality only of an
occurrence in a traneaction in which human organic activity
. is an essential, functioning element, it is a quality of the
object apprehended,
so~called,

If it is properly only a tertiary quality

•• ,it is still an objective quality just as truly as

any ()ther-•.;·shape or size or redness •• ,.As a blind. man misses
eolors, an aesthetically deficient roan misses beauty ••.•
which;., .supervenes before him as an objective quality upon,
arid of, the gbject or event apprehended," (2),
:Ha.nslick says flatly that the beautiful is and remains
. beautiful though it arouse no emotion whatever, and thciue;h
there be no one to look at it, or to listen to it.

--

"Although

the beautiful exists for the gratification of an observer, it

.

.·is. independent of him."· (3).

'(1), Essentials of Aesthetics, p. 32.

· (2). Prall: Aesthetic J\jdgment, :p. 22, 23.
(3), .Ha.nslick: ~ ~~tiful.:_ in JIJiusi_<:_, 1?· 19.
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Carritt apparently tries to carry water Fpon both shoulder;o;,
After quoting f.r.om Thomas A'qttina.s to thcJ effect thc1.t "beauty

is what plea.ses in the mere contelnp).ation", (1). he later
brings considerable e.rgument. ·a;d 1 oc;ic to ben>: upon the £Plbject l ve
side of t}ie question, OYl.ly suddenly t'J
"It takeS t-.. ~.r~),

::1,

t~'.1rOW r:l_o1~111

the

[)J.. ~.tntJ.et:

subject .::.1.nd an ol)ject, to rnaJ::e l)(::t.t\.l.tJ, but

the object and our reception of it cannot be thus coltBidered
apart and in abstraction," (2).
beautiful appears in art

1).8

Flacc·Js sta'teo th'.'.t the

"sensuous beauty",

•bfi,,P.uty of form",

and "beauty of meaning-in-form"-, ·and h<O discus:::e;o t?:tesG poi.ntfl
at considerable length,

(3), But nowhere doeD he 8pecifioally

define the term "beauty" or

"l'e~nJ.tifnl".

Howeve1·, his entire

discussion is obviously on an objective ba8is; one is inevitably
drawn to the conclucion that the 'J.UL'lor is t:1in!dng of beauty
as something mainly objective.

'~'ucasf>e,

also, takes the

objective viewpoint; his theory agrees in the main with that of
Kant ("as if made for the purpose of being looked at"~) although
he diverges sharply from Y.a.nt, he says, on some pointfJ, (4).
In Vernon Lee's

~Beautiful

is psychological and subj ec ti ve;
significant observation:

the main burden of the book

the author llO"i'lever makee: this

"The contemplsttion of bee.utiful

shapes involves perceptive processes in themselves mentally

(1).

~Theory of Beauty, p.9.

--

( 2) • Op. cit ., p. 24.
(3). ~Spirit and Subst.Em_s'"- of Art, p.228.
(4). Ducasse: The Philosonhy of

&:t,

p,240
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vigorating and refining, and a play of empathic feelings which
realise the greatest dtsiderata of spiritllal life.,,,and st1ch
perdept:lve and empathic activities cannot fail to re.ise the
' present level of existence· and ·to leave behind them a higher
··standard fGr future experience." (1).

In line with this

thought the author formulates later its inevitable corollary,
·in the form of a question: "In what way has s<;Jnsitiveness to
·. ,.,beauty contributed to the survival of mankind?" (2).

Our

·reason fairly leaps to assert that 'lndoubted.ly sensitiveness

.-

to beauty has survival value----but alas! we have no
proof.

Were that :proof available, then would the objective

status of "Beauty 8 be established beyond all cavil or doubt,
'lfe come now to the consideration of the "subjective"

arguments.

The objective theories of beauty all fall down,

it seems, when they are applied 12, concrete cases.
E.thel Puffer, in

m

Psycholog:z

So reasons

.2£ Beauty, and goes on to say

that beauty "is an excellence, a sta.ndard, a value,

Jlut value

is in its nature teleological; it is of the nature of purpose.
Anything has value because it fulfills an end, because it is
good for something in the world."

(3).

Now all this is very

ffne in theory, but when, in specific cases, we come to the appraisal
o:f' "excellence",

and the judging of "standards" and

.(1}. Vernon Lee:

Til£ Beautiful, p. 149,

(.2). Q..:gJ. .2.ll_.,p. 153.

Gn • Puffer:

!l!£. Psychology .2£ Beauty, p. 36.
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of •values", we are dealing with some individual's opinion,
and our result is inevitably shot through with subjectivity,
Likewise, when Miss Puffer talks aboJ,<t "Beauty", and when
she discusses "the aesthetic experience", she is quite
obviously talking about two very different things.

Parker,

another e.uthor:l.ty on aesthetics, discusses at oonsiderable
length and with much insight and penetration such things as
•a.rt", "the aesthetic \ilXpeJ;'ience", "the e:ll;perience of beauty"
and "standard of taste 11 , witl::\Otlt once raising the problem of
beauty being either a subjective or an objective phenomenon,
To .him, apparently, the problem does not exist, (1).
Another psychologist writing upon the subject of musical
aesthetics is C,C.Pratt.
any way with the

physica~

He deals with everything connected in
aspects of music;

with much detail he

goes into the "materials of music", and the "form of music", end
the "meaning of music", with sub-chapters under each section.
He mentions beauty only occasionally, and then incidentally and
never as a specific problem,
between what music

~and

He makes a very plain distinction

what music can, or does,

~·

The

former deals with the materials, in sound and space, by means
of whioh music is produced, and all these things are purely
objective and can be studied and

analys~d

objectively.

The

latter deals with emotions, meaning, interpretation,
.aesthetic judgment, etc., and these things are subjective.
· (1). Parker: U:!£_ Principles of Aesthetics.
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not actually list "beauty" in either category;

but no one

the book could have any doubt that Pratt would place it in
subjective group.

For example, he says: "All of us have the

tera.te habit of regarding our impressions as enjoying existence
te apart from our awareness of

~hem,

·independently-existing objects the

~

and of ascribing to these
properties which we find

,directly in our impressions." (1).
'!he case for beauty as a purely subjective. phenomenon may be
by reference again to Vernon Lee,

The problem invoJ.ves

Lee calls "merging the activities of the subject in the object,"
tead of saying "I like this and a.nr loath to leave off; contemplating
we merely say; "~is!, beautiful," (2), This phenomenon has
called by psychologists

"E~nftlhlung",

or •empathy".

V{e come now to a consideration and· analysis of the various so-.
"elements• of music,

First, and most elementary of all, music

ls ma.de up of tones, single tones combined together in various rhytlunic,
~armonic and melodic patterns.

These lllUsical tones possess, in them-

aelvee, power to produce some subtle response in ma.n's nature,

Possibly

the best deecription of their effect is to say that musical tones
our system a species of "nervous intoxication".

pro-

This is a.

'rhere is no other way of explaining why the Greeks
eo .fond of their !\.eolian harps, or why primitive peoples (l.elight

i· eo

in their crude. simple instruments; or why. in our more sophisticated
single trumpet. tone thrusting itself temporarily into prominence·
a. complicated Stravinsky score can cause shivers to traverse

s.pines of hundreds of listeners; a "species of nervous intoxication",
Pratt:

!!!.:. Meaning

Vernon Lee:

£!.Music, p. 82,

The_Rea.uti:f'uJ___n._fi?.-
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appears to be the only reas ona l1le explanation. (1).
Eugene 0

'l~eill

play :hlmpero:;:

~::L•

In the

an African wa1·-drum is

sounded periodically off stage durine; one entire act, thereby
greatly increasing the dramatic tension and suspenss, and
creating an atmosphere and ·back-ground of dread and terror
throughout the dialogue of the scene, (2).

MacDowell r::ays

that fear is our strongest emotion, and that "auxiliary aids
to express and to cause fear vrere neceszary when the speech
symbols for fe!ilr, driftine; furthc;r and f'..Lt'ther awa 0' fro·n exp.ressing the actual thing, bCC:J.mi3 WO:t'ClS, and '1/0:t'dS Were inadequate to
express and to cause f0ar,

In that vague Groping for sound

symbols which would cause and expross fear far better than
mere words; we )lave the

beginnin;~

develop into music," (3),

of what is gradually to

Primitive man, then, actually

experiences the emotion of fear when h0 hefl.rs his war-drum and
tom-tom; the orchestre.l trumpet affects our more civilized
·nervous systems in exq,ctly tl1e same way, and while we are too
sophisticated to allow it really to frighten us, we enjoy the
nervous thrill nevertheless!

(1), As to why these sounds or tQnes affect our nervous systeme in
this way, the· reader is referred to Grant Allen's Physiolor;ical
·Aesthetics 1 p.lll. The passage beginning "The auditory nerve
is only exposed to the pains of excessive action, or fatigues,.
and to the_pleasures of gentle anrl. normal stimulation", explains
thi.s. quite satisfactorily, bFt lo.cl< of space prevents our quoting
the entire passage here,
(2). We are here infrin,;;ing upon the problem of the power of
certain sounds to arouse in us various emotions (fear, suspense,
grief, etc,). This will be dealt wi tl1 more fully later under
"The Meaning of lilusic."
J~acDowell

:

?
:p ......
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Next to the actual sounds of the musical tones themselves,
phenomenon of rhytlun presents itself as the most significant
and important of all the musical elements.

ll'or many thousands

··.of yea.rs the music of primitive _man consisted of almost nothing
but rhythm, _Periodicity, or some type of alternate rf;!currence,
. is a fact of nature which primitive man very early learned to
observe; he was aware of it in the phases of the. moon, the tides,
seasonal changes, alternating day and night, etc,

In his own

body he found evidences of rhythmic activity; his heart .. beats ,
the movement of his liml::>s while wal:J;inQ; or running, the swing
of h:i.s arms.

our minds are subject to an alternu.tion of st.ron(i

and weak,'~ and ~. ~way and .:!J:ll.t way; similar stimuli,
irnpin~ing

upon us from outside, such as sound, or color, or

light, are perceived as vivid and less vivid, important and less
important, accordingly.

(1). The importance of' rhyt:nm in the

musical scheme can scarcely be overestimated,

"»o other

element of' music is so distinct in.its somatic reaction as
this," (2).
When we come to the consideration of the element of melody,
our footing is not so sure.

-,ve are told that a succession of

tones descending in pi tell indicates a decreasin[; of emotional
·intensity. and ascending connot0s increasing intensity.

"We know

that joy is apt to make us rai.se the voice and sadness to lower

it.

Fo.r instance, we have all heard.gruesome stories, and have

(1)• See also Physiological Aesthetics, by Grant Allen, p, 114 ..

115.t for the physiological explan'J.tion of this phenomenon,

(2). Bissell: The

~~l~

of

Expectation~

Music, p, 2,

..

.

....
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noticetl how naturally the voice sinks in the telling.

A ghost

i----

'story told with an upward inflection might easily become
·. humorous. so instinctively do vre associa.te the upward inflection
· with a non-pessimistic trend .o:f _thou(;iht.,, .How fatally. hopeless
would 'be the opening measures of

Tristan~

Isolde without

that upward inflection which comes like a sunbeam through a
rift

in

the cloud; with a downward inflection the effect would

be that of unrelieved gloom," ( 1), But while we readily assent
to the above as a fact of common experience, insofar as it
applies to music in general, when we consider the individual
notes of a melody, and their apparent tendency to progress either
up or down, there arise immediately a number of problems which
cry out insistently for solution,

Why, for instance, do we

speak o:t the notes of a melody as progressing "up" or "dovm"?
Are some tones really "high" (in space) and
do we call them that.?

othen~

"low"?

Why

And does the leading tone really pull

toward the tonic, or have we merely conditioned ourselves to
think that it does?

Do the Chinese, for example, feel as we do

about this "pull" of the leading tone toward the tonic?
··questions are all entirely in order, and must be faced,

These
Bissell

does not give any reason (ph:,rsical or: physiological) why certain
.tones seem to move in certain directions;

he merely states that

they do so move, basing his assertion upon the examination and
analysis of hundreds of melodies.

"The ascent of the melody to

(1). Ma.c.Dowell: Critical~ Historical Essays, p. 20-21.

I

I_:
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the region beyond the octave

~t

once rouses keen expectation of

return to the octave----preferably through the intermediate 9---a.nd from there. to the resting pla<res of 5, 3, or tonic," (1),
he fails to tell us why,

~th~l_Puffer

But

is inclined also to speak

of the "tendency of one note to progress to another," (2), which
she says is the basis of the vividness of our exp<:rience.
she does not tell us why they exhibit this tendency.

but

Of course,

anyone who has been nurtu.red upon the so-called Occidental music,
with all that that implies (sca.les, chords, tonic centera, k!;ly
relationships, tonality, etc,) is aware out of his own personal
experience, that certain notes do at times

e~libit

that very

tendency 1 namely., to progress, under certain conditions, .either
llll.~

or

!!.2!m.·

In the simple cadence, for example, of the G!ominant

seventh resolving to the tonic, our ears persistently hear the
leading tone progressing upward to the tonic, and the seventh
progressing downward to the third of the tonic chord, in advance
of the actual sounding of. the final chord.

But what we want to

know is, does this occur because .Q.f. something inherent i!2 the
tones themselves, i.e., does the leading tone tend to progress
upward in the same sense in which an apple, when severed from
the twig, "tends" to fall downward?

a

Or is that tendency simply

result of our having heard thousands of similar cadences and

progressions in the past?
(1).

Ih!L

~ .Q.f.

In which case our expectation of the

Expectation in Music, p.l8.

(2), The Psychology 2f. Beauty, p,l93.

v
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. tonic, then, as an inevitable sequence of the leading tone, is
merely a form of conditioned response, similar to the cry of an

----

, - ,

infant immediately upon hearing the sound of a bell because in
the child 1 s previous experience. ·t;he ringing of the bell had
invariably preceded some disagreeable occurrence,

In other words,

is this "tendency'' of certain notes to move in certain directions
objective or subjective?
Kryzhanovsky, in his Biological

~B~a~s~e~s

£!

~

Evolution

Qf

Music, raises this identical question and gives it a very definite
answer,

"How are we to understand the) instability of the dis ..

sonanoe B-F?" he asks,

"Is there really a. gravitation of the

notes themselves to unite with a definite consonance?

And is

this gravitation, this instability, only the result of our
imagination?

The fact of the gravitation of one note towards

another is not indicated by acoustics,

They may form a. more

complex or a more simple relation, but the phenomena of sound
in their physical nature do not go beyond tha.t •••• To explain
what happens in our brain when we hear a dissonance, or its
resolution into a consonance, we may to a certain extent employ
the theory of conditional reflexes,

By the term reflex we

unders·tand the reaction of an organism to an external stimulus
or irritation, proceeding from the external world,

Light

falling on the eyes always causes a contraction of the pupils;
irritation of the mucous membrane of the mouth by food substances
is followed by secretion of saliva.

These are conditional

,--

---

ov-.
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reflexes," (1).

Inasmuch as this phase of the problem will be

dealt with again in more detail in the section under "harmony",
will proceed to the next point,
In the prelude to Lohengrin
dazzling white,
' command,

Wagner pictures his angels in

He uses the highest vibrating sounds at his

In the opera Siegfried the "dragon mo:l:if" is assigned

to the bass notes of the tuba; the tones seem to emerge from the
"i'ery depths of the foul pit,
"low" tones?
say

But Why do we speak of "high" al'!d

Is it a mere figure o;f' speech, the same as when we

"a. distant spire rises against the sky"? This would make it

another example of "empa,thy", which Vernon Lee considers such a
' significant factor in aesthetics, i.e., the transferring of the
activities of the
:perceived object,

percei~ing

subject to the qualities of the

But does a "high" tone really make us think of

ourselves as going J:U2.?

"Notes,• says Vernon Lee, "do not indeed

exist (but only sounding bodies and air vibrations) in the space
which we call

1

real' .... but notes are experienced, that is,

thought and felt, as existing in a sort of imitation :opace of
their own,

This musical :opace,,,,ha,s limits corresponding with

those,of our power of hearing or reproducing notes, and a central
corresponding with our habitual experience of the human
and in this' 'musical space 1 notes are experienced as
Kryzhanovsky: Biological Bases .2f. :!J:1!L }J:volution of Music,
The author repeatedly uses the word "conditional", but
oubtedly he means "conditioned", which is a psychological
erm whereas the former is not. The error may be the fault of
·translator,
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moving up and down and with a centrifugal and centripetal
direction, and also as existing at definite spans or intervals
from one another;

all of which probably on account of presumable

molecular adjustments of the innElr and auditive apparatus, as well
a.s obvious s·ensations in the vocal parts when we ourselves produce,
and often when we merely think of, them," (l).
Meaning

Pratt, in his

.21 Music, goes into the phenomenon of pitch 'lui te

thoroughly, albeit without reo.ching thoroughly satisfactory and
convincing conclusions,

It appears that adjectives meaning high

and low have been applied to tones ":i.n almoet every lcnown language.

(2.).

The reasons for this have been of much interest to psycl:lolo~

gists in the past----and the matter seems to be by no means
settled, at least to the satisfaction of all.

'//hen Pratt argues

that the affective character of low tones is gloomy and dark while
that of high tones is sharp and bright, a.nd that lov1 tones give
the impression of voluminousness and massiveness while high tones
suggest thinness and smallness, and when he concludes that da:rk
and gloomy and heavy articles tend to be ·nearer the surface of
the earth, while thin, light and airy objects are generally found
up and away from the ground, it sounds reasonable and sensible and
we heartily agree.

But when he describes the experiments recently

performed in the Harvard Psychological Laboratory, in which
·observers were asked to localize on a wall the position from
wliich a tone seemed to come, he fails altogether to convince. (3).
(1). ~Beautiful: p.36.

(2). Pratt: p.47.
(3).

<ll::

..

~

p;51.
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No proof whatever is adduced that the observers did not assign to
the different pitches the spatial characters which are habitually'
and universally employed to

designat~-

them.

We can, however, agree

With Fratt when he says that these results possess obvious
implications and consequences "if they receive further verifioatioh".
Concerning the element of harmony volumes could be written,
yet it is doubtful if much of it would be of valuc to us in this
investigation, ·"Harmony", it seems, e,s a factor in music,. is of
· com:pa.t'at:Lvely recent origin;
knew nothing about it, in its

the Greeks and their co11tcmporaries
mode~n

connotation; (1). primitive

mart never even dreamed of its existence; and even wc today are not
quite agreed as to what i t is or what its function is.

Like a

childwith a new toy, we are not quite sure how to play with it,
or what its real possibilities are,

It is an off-spring resulting

:t'romthe. union of man's intellect with his imagination; a mere
by-product of our Occidental system of music, which in turn is
based upon the scales evolved from the Greek modes.· An inevitable
and a; logical by-product, some may say;

nevertheless, a by-product.

Our ,response to it is purely a conditioned one, not to be compared
with the somatic response resulting from the musical tones themselves,.
'

L

·or from' rhythm, or even from the rise and fall of individual notes
·a.s in melody.

For example, a single trumpet tone, or a single

·tympani tone, possesses the power to give a thrill of pleasure to
'-

any norrrial human being, be he white or black, of primitive culture

o,: civilized, and entirely regardless of any knowledge he may have

·of: iliusic;

whereas the opening chord of the Sonata Pathetigue

(1). Al:though, as usual, they "had a word for .it"!.

rl :>!-'., ;,;·'-1)i;:;;"· .>~ ,t:
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succeeds in ere at ing the atmos11here and subjective mood v.rhich
Beethoven intended, provided the listener has been conditioned to
the Occid.cntal· sys tern of ha.rmony.

/tn Andarnan Islande.r

an equally satisfactOry somJ..tic resp9nsc if

e 1 bow u r his f i :o; t.

tj1e

W01.1.ld

derive

pianist used his

(1 ) •

There seems to. be no satisfactory answer to the charge that
our whole syEt<Om of Occidcntu.l music i.P em arbitrary one, a product
of human ingenuity co·CJpled v1ith bo'.Jndlesu imagin:J.tio;T.

A. very

flexi 'ole and co:inplex systorn, as compared with certain Oriental
sys tema, true; but nevert:i.1eless an arbitrary system 'in the sense

mean.) than is the . . Gngliz~:l langua~~0 (for c.z:o..mple) h:1.sed up9n

natural law u.s compared wi til German or

~<rencl1,

The Greek language

was far more exp.ressive and flexi.ble t>-:1an any of its rivals in the
field; but what philologiBt

a.rgue:~

because it

sJme ·'ncitt.J.r.'J.l lavra of acoustics, or

llfU.s

fo:.1nded.

n~Qon

phonetics, or what-not?

that the

rer~son

As u. matter of fact,

system 11 , as ,,vc call it, is

onl~'/

O'.Jr

thereforG vias

entire Htonal

an arbi tra.ry set of signs or symbols

stancllnc; for or repressntin,·c an equally arbitrary set of sounds or
•tonesu. (2). Between ti1c ocUave C--0' nature has put an infinite

1

~umber of gradations,

(3), of vvhich we, cluring svme tv,ro thousand

(1). This will probably be declared a doc;:natic statement, inasmuch
as the experi1nent has, so far as I know, never been tried, hence
no proof is available. ~Iowevex·, tile statement stands as aboYe.
(2). "The number of qualitietJ in use in ffi'..wic----twelve in our scale
of equal temperament----is, of course, not all there ,-,re in the world
of tones; they aro a human and arbitrary selection, governed by technical and historical motives into which we s~all not enter.• Parker:
~ Princi-~les of Aesthetics, p .156.
( 3) • "iii thin the interval of an octave on the pie11o it if! possible
to insert 1,200, dis t ine£uishable tones. ;o Y.ryzhanovsky: The
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years, have been recognizing only twelve; and upon this set of
twelve "semi-toneo'', as we call them, we have reared our vast,
oomplicated system of

musio~---vre

have reared :i.t by the very

simple expedient of categorically ruling as out of order all
other tones wJ;J.ich were foreign to the system.
set of

pl<lyolwlogicr~1

!\nd the complics.ted _-_ _ __

respo11(Jes which we hav(:l oond:i. Uoned in our .. ·

selves through listoning to naught but this same !l.rbHra,,py sories
of . tones, over
and over
'
phenomenon

wh~oh

at;~'~. in,

has rezul ted in establishing that

we desie;n!l.te "our sense of tonali•ty",

inevitable psychological

res:~l·t

An

of by-product of a purely

artificial and arbitrary system,

"The equal temperament of.

twelve degrees,,,,establishad as a principle shortly before 1700
divides the· octave into twelve equal portions throagh wl1.ich mean
values are obtained;

no interval is perfectly pure, but all are

fairly serviceable,,,, But what is 'pure' and what Umpurel?

We

hear a piano 'gone out of tune 1 , and wl1ose intervals ma.y have
thus become 'pure but uns8rvicc:::.ble 1 , and it sounds impu!:.£ t.o us.
The diplomatic 'twelve-cemitone system' iz an invention mothered
by

1

necessity:

imperfections.

yet .none the lesz do we sedulo:tsly guard its
u

(1).

It i.s this syBtem,

t~1cn,

i.n v.:hic:2 "pure"

means "out of tunG" and "imp:,lre" means "in tune", which is the
basis for our elaborate system of

h~rmony,

with its countless

textbooks full of rules and "thou-ohalt-nots ".

This is P!G

musical system which has dominated t11.e western v.rorlC. ever siYlcc
(1), Busoni: &., Ne~~y Aesthetic of :M1Jsi-c, p.~~4.
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the beginning of the Christian era;

for hundreds of years ;ve he.vo

been teaching ourselves o.n"l :>ur children to accept o.nd to respond
with favor to certain stimuli in the form of sound vibrations based
upon certain specific tonal intervals and combinations of intervals
and to reject (1.11 heterodox tonal combinations vihich would .. be
reformers or a.n(:l.rchiste have
guise of "progress" j

E~ttvmpted

to foist upon us nnc1er th.e

our minds h<we bean condi tionod t p r l;lspond

to certain specific sound patte ns, our e1'.rs h:wc been. tr,;ined to
listen to certain combinations 21, tones onli£ 1 by the simple device
of arbitrarily excluding from our fields of experience all tones
or amnbinations of
system,

t~nes

not

pc~tainins

t0 tbis hichly specialized

'rhis specialized system has become as integral a part

of ovr. western civilization '"s bo.th-tubs ann table-linen e.nd radios
have become--.:.-and yet t':lese co1nmr)(li ties, valuP.,ble and convenient
as they may be at times, are quito unknown to the Hindu and the
Chinese peasant- .. --who also never heard of
scale system which he inauyrg,Ld.

~'r,

Pythagoras, or of the

It is well for us pruud exponents

of western culture to pause occasionally and reflect that the
great majority of mankind do not even know that our scale system
of whole steps and ha.lf steps exists.
Occasionally an individual is encountered possessing an undue
share of what is termed a "Nordic superiority complex", who r'eminds
us that our whole system of music goes back to certain discoveries
of Pythagoras (circa 550 B.C.} regarding the ratios or numerical
relationships that existed between certain tones given off by the

---~

---------
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strings. of the Greek lyre.

Do not (argi1es our Nordic-minded friend)

the beautiful, harmonious and symmetrical numerical ratios existing
between the different ·~vnes of our scale (as established by these
---·
discoveries of Pythagoras) point to a very obvj.oUfJ f,J.ct, namel.y,
that our Occidental

t')n~:d.

system really does have a mor<.J logical

and €1. more objective h<J.SiFi than any oth·or system, and do not tt1ese
ratios prc1ve tha.t our enjoyment of our music and oul,' appr<Ociati.on
of it as "beatJ.tiful" is rc;ally based
aooust ics?

Such an idea is,

and quite in line with the

somG ns.tural law of

U})<Jn

indeed, mozt flattering (to us Norciics)

abov2~menti0ned

superiority compleX j

and such a theory, if a satisfactory and. acceptable proof could. be
def'ini tely established, would serv::: ns an overvrhclminc ar;:pment in
favor of those conservatives who A,rc arc:;ning for tho retention of
o·ur :present tonal system and who
to .3-bolish this system on

~he

c;.r"!

vigorocts]y opposinc; all efforts

part of reformers, or iconoclasts .

advocating atonality, quarter-tone.s, etc.
theory would immedio.tely nsoessi tate

it.~

The acceptance of such a
inevitable corollary,

namely, that the co-called music systems of the Hindus, 'jhinese
and other Orionta.l cthnilc ::ronps nll rest u.pon a fi.ctiti•Jus
premise;

(1).

that these peoples have in reality been deluding

( 1), "The Arabs divide their oct.ave into 17, and the Hindu into
36 parts, whereas we have only 12. The music of these peo:Jles is
:purely melodic and is not harmonized.. They arc able to appreciate
the relat.ions of notes in sequence only, whe;reas the ear of the
European can grasp the extremely delicate connection between
many parts sounding si.mul taneo;.wl/ '."li th.i.n the limit:; of the 12
semi tone scOl.le." Kryzhanovsky: The ?iolo;:;ical Bases of the J;volu.lli£ of lifius ic, p. 9.

'
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themselves these hundreds, perhaps thousands, of years, under the
impression that they were d3riving legitimate aesthetic enjoyment
and pleasure from their "music"; t1:iat this music of theirs is not
capable of really expressin<?: omotion or beauty, and is not a valid
art~form,

since it does not

"natural.law",

rest~---as

does our system----upon a
~

The <J,ccepta.nco of. this theory would. also imply that

the song of tlJ.e nightingale, which c1asoioal wri tors have beep
wont to refor to as one of the most boautifu:J. sound<:! in nature, is
in reality spurious from tho .standpoint of strict musical a,rt, since
it does not acknowledge a "tonic center", and cannot, as a matter of
fact, be written down, exactly as sung, in our Occidental music
notation,
Apropos of Oriental vs, Occidental Music, KryzhanoYsky says:
"Thus for the interval

B--~'

a conditional reflex is establiGhed;

when we hear B--F we know that it will be immediately followed by
C--:tl:., •• But this reflex is condi tional--;.-it does not exist for an
Arab, a Chinese, or an E:skimo; i t has a significanco only
Cultured European (1).
developed."

~or

a

whose music3.1 knowledge has been definitely

(2).

Pearl S. Buck, who has lived all her life in the Orient
and s'peaks from the Oriental standpoint, lets fall a significant
remark in her book

~ast

cwind---':ifest 'lind.

It is a Chinese woman

·(1). As a "cultured" (sic) American, I protest!
(2) •

.!2:2· ..w_.,

p. 30-31.
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speaking, and she is referring to an American mother whom she
heg,rd singing to her babe:
tune.

"She was singing a weird, harsh foreign·

~----

When I enquired it8 meaning.she said it was a song of sleep

for a child.
(p. 236),

I marvel that ·any child could rest, hearing H."

I;arker, in his Principles

.91.

Aesthet~..£l!.., dismisses the

who:t.e problem,of the existence of OX'iental music with the naive:
npeo:Ples with a di:UfeX'an t cu1t1.1re have mo,d0 a different selection,
But we are not oonccrned with the music of an,;els or of orientals,
but with our own," (:p, 156).
A news item a few years ago. (1), 'lontainecl. an aco:>unt of a
group of Oriental educators who took it upon themcelves to make
a serious and extensive study of our Occidental mc!.sio.

t~fter

an

endless round of symphony concGrts, piano and vocal recitals,
victrola recorde, radio, etc,, and after mvch thought and
deliberation, they brought in the verdict that they could not
make anythin; of it;

it rsmainc.;d naught but mcanin;:;lese noise and

unintelligible gibberish to them,

These men, brought up, trained

and "conditioned" from infancy to maturity ::1.nd probably for lone;
"'-p•">1 -bh~ rn<tsico.l S:!Jsien-. <> f' t-n<:.i..- own r<~.c <:J
aftertt found thcot a relatively bric:lf and casual cultivation of
certain novel systems of narve stimul:L and resP.onses proved entirely

(1). I find this among my notes, oalled evidently from 2. mCJ.sic
periodical. Have been unable to locate its source. Howeve:·, an
article by Henry Cowell, Music of t~1e Hemispheres, .in ~!odern
Music, for March-April, 10'.'.'3, cctnGists of' a conversation between
a Chinese scholar s.ncl. an American mm:ic:ian, during which the
facts indicated in my clipping ar·~ c;iven abundo.nt confirmation
and corroboration.

...
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inadequate and insufficient to overeol'l<: a set of reflexes established
over a long :period, inelurl.inc that of impressionable youth.

On
l_ ___ - - - - - - - -

the other hand, many Orientalr;, l-Jorn ar1d re."<rred in this country
and surrounded from the time of their birth by music based upon
the Pythagorean scale sy<Jt:cm, Jco,rn to respond to it jur::t as
readily a6d as spontaneously ac the Occidental.

One interesting

case 01:1.me to th<ii attention of t!tG writer qc_lito recently,

A 3ro,.mg

:Japanese music student J.n our Conservatory (born and reared in
this country) stated that he "attended a recital of Keto music
the evening before."

(1),

When asked if he enjoyed it, he replied tha.t

it was interesting, from tho stan'dpoint of a music stucl.ent, but
pronounced it "just a lot of noise and nonsense!''
Two other elements of psychologicQl import remain to be
considered, na.11Wly, "volumG" and "timbre",

Both arG of relatively

less importance than thos3 previously dealt with hcrt:, a.lthout;h
under certain conditions their use or abuse may be of vital
importance to some partiouh1.r work.

A crescendo in the wrong

place, or an inopportune crash of a cymbal, can ruin the performance
of a symphony.

To average listeners volume, like everything else

in music, is entirely a

matt~_t"

of proportion.

''fith some it seems

to assu@e an absolute, r:::ther than a relative, importance,
for example,. i.nsisted:

Berlioz,

"If one -member of a big group of church

singers gives out a simple theme .••• however beautiful his voice
and artistic his singing,

tne effect will be poor;

but the same,

repeated less artistically in unison by all, will assume an

{1), The Koto is a popular Japanese instrument somewhat resembling
the zither.
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incredible majesty."

(1).

Parker suggests that there arG subtle

and remote analogies betv1een music aml noise which prod.uce their
effects quite independently of the composer's intention.
bursts of tonG, for e:.o:arnple,

sug~:;cst.

Loud

fallin,,; or crashint.l. events

usttally associated with fear and terror.

The phenomena of

crescendo and diminuendo, 13,lso, 8ur;gest to us the ideas of
approach, expectancy and excitement, and departure, relief or
regret, respectively,

(2).

The .somatic response produced by

timbre, or tone color, while more eubtle in chs..l:'aoter than that
of rlzy"thrn, s.nd possibly mGlody 1 is nevertheless an objective
\

factor of definite significancl,

Psychologically, "timbre" is to

be understood and explained as a complex of pitches fused into a
single tone,

TJy a mathematical principle known as Fourier's

theorem it can be demonstrated that all complex periodic waveforms arc reducible to a SY'Jtom of superimposed simple partial
vi brat ions whose frequencies ar·CJ multiples of the frequency of
the fundamental.

The tone of the oboe, for example, has twelve

partials, with the fourth and fifth partials much more intense
than th:c others.

Other charc,ctcristic tones used in music (violin,

clarinet, flute, etc.) cl.i:f:f~r fror:o cmcc another chiefly in the
number and relative intC'm::itii',s of tho con:ponent partials.

It is

the presence of these partials, i.n liberal array, which is
responsible for the physiological thrill inherent in the tone of

(1), Calvocoressi: ]Jiusical Griticism, p,Ll"5.
(2).Parker: Principle~?.. of Aesthetics, p.l'74.

'
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the orchestral trumpet, and their comparative absence which
produces the soothing effect of the dulcet tones of the flute.
~-------

The reasons for these physioloe;ical effects undoubtedly can be

,_''

traced to man's remote past, . when the cries of his fellowm<;m and
the 10any :;:tr01.nge and exotic sounds in the world of nature abou.t
him----the cr;i.es and scre&ww of bird and beast, the howl of the
wind 1 e to, ...._... played a much more intima tEJ part in his daily life
than now,

Does mus;l.c
11

mea.ning 11 ,

~

anythinii:'i'

That depends upon what we m(lle.n by

'rhe power of music t9 suggest and to stimulate the

various complex emotions is undoubtedly responsible fo1' rnoGt of
the pleasurable feeling it arouses,

High and low tones'are the
~---

natural expressions of different passing emotions, both in man
and in other animals,

.fith primitive mu,n shouts and cries were,

and still are, spontaneous expreoaions of joy, surprise, anger,
or grief.

A step above this in development would be the dance

of victory (for example) with itrs accompanying song of triumph;
or the wailing cries of mourners in the funeral procession,

Such

things readily tend to become stereotyped into a ritual or traditional
ceremonial, and may be accompanied by 'rrords,

'rhus a beginning will

be made by which certain forms of sound become associated vri th
certain phases of emotion,

3till higher iilavelopment sees music

becoming more conscious and more differentiated, with more and
more effort made to make the music fit more definitely the idea
to be expressed.

Instrumental aid will be called upon more and
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more; imitations of emotional expression become more extensive.
The final step is that of artificial association----which means
nothing more nor less than Occidental music!
Music, then, has passed. t'hrough stages of development strikingly similar to those passed through by the art of writing.
ca.ml;l the

stat~e

J!'irst

of picture writing, or rude drawinc::il represeptl.ng

actual objecte; this

WD,s

followed l:?y the pictograph, or generalized.

form of symbol, a,nd thi'3 in turn !:Jy t;he ideograph, in whioh th\2
significance .of the symbol has become independent of ih origin
and a specific symbol stands for. a universal idea,
of

developrnen·~

The last stage

is that of phonetic writing, wherein the symbol

represents merely a sound which combines with other sounds (symbols)
to represent an idea,

Now whether our Occidentc1.l music in its

development is by now in the ideor;;raph stage (carrying out our
analogy) or has attained the stat;e of ''phonetic writing", may
reasonably be said to be op&n to debate, and it is by no means
necessary that the matter be settled here and now;

however, it

may clear the air somewhat and at the same time throw a· little
light on the problern of the

''meaninrr'~

of music, i f we ask, and

endeavor to answer in turn, two questions, one dealing with music,
the other with writing.

~'irst,

then, do the opening measures of

Beethoven 1 s l\1oonlL';ht Sonata "mean" anything?
letters J)-0-G "mean" anything?

Second, do the

These two questions will, we trust,

succeed in f·orcing the issue out into the limelight, and will
enable us to see clearly the difference between the "meanin<;" of
music and the "meaning" of writing.

.8'or whereas the opening
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measures of the Beethoven

~

do mean a great deal to a cultured

musician (albeit not precisely the same thing to any two individuals)
they· would by no means be entirely devoid of any "meaning" whatsoever·
to a South Sea Islander, let us say, who would derive a certain
amount of

pnysiologic<~.l

thrill from tne pleasant percu:osive js.ne;le

of the piano F.itrinGs and tho rhytllmic flow of the notes,
of course

interp~·et

He would

tne.se somatic res;Ponses in hiJ own primitl.VI'l

way; but who E!hall dare to deny that his aesthetic respOniiie differl!l
from that of the cultured

musici~1.n

On the other nand, the letters

m degree

D~.o~G

only, and not in kind?

do mean a very definite,

specific thing to certain individuals who happen tq be familiar
with what is ki10wn as the .,;nglish language (although here again,
be it remembered, the sense image resulting from the optic stimulus
--- .. in other words, the mea.ning!----ie not identical with any two
individuals);

but it is difficult to see how they could convey

any meaning whatever to our :3outh Sea Islander.
There has been' considerable mi·su.ndersta.nding among many
otherwise thoughtful anli seriocw-mind.ed. people with respect to the
"meaning" of music.

To those inclined toward what may be termed

"sentimental acrobatics" music seems to be something caballistio,
a thing of mystery and of magic,, of which only the esoteric few
have the key and the solution.

As a matter of fact, music does

not, in a certain sense, ~anything at all.

(1).

That is, it

(1). Lest I be accused of contradicting what I have said in
preceding paragraphs, I ask the reader to interpret this sentence
in the light of the remarks which follow. The word "mean", as
I have used it, is here playing only one of the many roles it is
frequently called upon to play. The reader is referred to The
Ilieaning g.£ lVteaning, by Ogden and Richards, in which the authors
discuss in detail some sixteen different "meanings" the .word
ttrnP!:!Yli ·no· It

mo"'tr

..11 ..:1'\.t:U:I

.. rii

·£-f'_,grGn__:l-_

o-.D...L'.!:< !=;!_i_O.D...._~ _._____.g_gs.:.__n_m_p_~
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does not mean anything except exactly
whatever the sound-waves are.

~

it says, and it says

A distinction must be made between

the words "express" and "mean", inasmuch as there is some confusion
in the minds of many peopJ,e cons:erning their proper use.

';/hile

freq1.1,ently used interchangeably, the two words al'G by no means

•
the definition of "expresfJ" as given
in the Century

synomymous;

Dict:!.onary does not ma,l<;e uce of the word "mean" at all, and the
definition of the word "mean" at no time employfl the word "express"
while enumerating the many nsos r,,nd m(Janingo of tho wo.rd.,
example, under the word "express"
meanings of the word):
or aotion,

'!HJ

have (among the eight different

To manifest or exhibit by speech, appearance

Anothe.t' meaninc c;iven is:

imitation or the imitative arts,
to designate,

To represent or show by

Jtill another meaning:

.)even synonymo are appended:

is here, conspicuous by its absence.

To denote,

'I'o declare, uttGr,

state, signify, testify, set forth and denote.

dictionary has:

:B'or

The word "mean"

Under the word "mean" the

.To have in mind, view, or contemplation; to

intendi to signify, or be intended tn signify,

Th.is last,

".!2. be

intended to signify", gives us a clue which is confirmed when we
turn to the word "meaning", which is defined thus:
exists in the mind •.•• as an aim or purpose;

That wit.'lch

that which is intended

to be or actually is expressed or indica.ted in any way.
the word "express'1 is used in conjunation with thb word

Here
11

mean'',

but the difference implied between the two words is obvious.
is, ormaybe, expressed.•

Meaning

Athingmaybe "expressed", butthe

"meaning" back of it ma:y not be underotood.

The connotation back

7 5.
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of the word "meaning" (as used in the sense we are endeavoring to
establish) is that of interpretati•Jn, purpose, desicn.

.Che

connotation back of '1 express 11 is t:t1at of the manifesting or the

delitte&.tion, by some means or other, of some "meaning".

'iiords

or other symbols may, then, possess meanings, but until tho words
are written, or articulated, or in some way expressed, that meaning
is hit1den;

whereas actions, or e;e:otures, or simple ino.rticulate

cries may express meaning directly without the necessity of any
intermediary tool or vehicle such as language, either spoken or
written.

Thus the gesture of co•vering or timidity expresses fear,

and means fear also, to any member of the human family, regardless of
language or race;

but the letters f-e-a-r written with pencil on

paper neither express nor .mean "fear" to a Hottentot,

All they

can be said to express, or to mean, to him, is a series of peculiar
black curYes and strai,c;!lt J.ines on a white surface.

To £!!. they

mean "fear"; they a.lso express fear, in one of its many uses and
meanings, but

no~

in t?1a 'llcanin::; of the word which we are endeavoring

to establish and which we have in mind v1hen we make the statement:
lviusic does not

~anything

except exactly what it says, and is

the language of expression, not of meaning.
In an article ontitlecl

~

:Suildil!B_-Blocks £f. Thou;;c;ht in the

April, 1930, issue of The Thinl<er, Joseph Jastrow brinr.;s out in
very lucid fashion the.differonce be-tween words and other symbols,
which have highly specialized oo d very dofini to meanings, a.nd signs
or gestures which are far more elementary and primitive and which
express, spontaneously anu_ without any borrowed connotation or
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implication, the things for which they stand.

3o, when we say

that music does not mean anything except what it actually says,
we mean that in its primitive essence it does not mean anything
which is not intrinsic in tiw- actual tones.
Musi.c, then, as i't was practised. by primitive mGJ,n maey
thousands of years before the dawn of history,.was a natural
sp9ntaneous means of self-ex.pression, an outlet for the overflow
o:f' his psychic energy in the e:;::pression of hi• hopes c1.nd fears,
his joys and sorrows, his victories and defeats.

ilhen we sa:y,

then, that "music is the languafc;e of expression", we have in mind
music as it existed. in this primordial state, before i t began to
acquire any borrowed or superimposed connotation 1 before it, began
to assume a meaning, whether real or imaginary, which was extraneous
to the actual tones themselves.

Any meaning which this primitive

music possessed was that which was intrinsic, inherent in the
naked tones.

And that meaning was invariably expressed, naturally,

spontaneously, every time the music was performed.

How we of this

twentieth century e.ra of' sophistication may have formed the habit
of "reading into" our music sometl1ine; which we imagine is there
but which may by no means be inherent in the tones themselves; we
may have been buildinc up an elaborate edifice of "meaning", under
the fond delusion that our music really expressed all these

thin~s,

But this problem will be referred to again very shortly.
The following incident

ma~r

better illustrate our point:

A

certain famous pianist, at a small gathering of music-lovers, played
a piece of unusual, enigmatic character.

After he had finished, one

7"/

of his listeners asked hin1,

what it means?"
means

~zn

11

J1~onsieur,

would. yo:_J. rnind telling us

The :)iani:3t prom})tly played the pi8cG ac;ain.

he said.

"It

In other !ords, if We expect to discover

that music mearw someti:J.ine; in- the S<.Wle sen;;e that the presence of
quota.tion marks on this po..Ee means tho.t some :person's remarks are

being quoted verbatim, or a falling barometer meuncJ that a storm
is approaching----if we expect this we 9.re doomed. to disappointment.
It is, however, true that every sensation has a meaninp for
the organism in an environment whore it must ever be on its
guard for danger or assistance,

~nd

every sensation therefore is

connectect with tile mechanism of reactio01, witil it.s attendant
~notions.

In ordinary experience there are objects present to

which the organisHl may actllally respond, but in the o.cstlletic

experience this may never happen.

In the case of music the source

of the sound (the piano or violin strins, oboe reeds, etc.) is
quite obviously of no
is never carried oCLt.

practic~l

importance;

hence the "reaction"

'i'hese incipient motor reacti•):JS, awakened

by the sound stimulus, result in prociLwinl?; only what
mood.

<VG

call a

But no piece of music can be expected to transmit exact

ideas from one mind to another, althou:;h the attempt is occasionally
made to do so,

To the question, which.is frequently raised, "Is

it legitimate for a. composer to attac 1.1 a 'program' to a piece, to
tell us in advancG that the notes are going to describe, or to
depict, or to tell, such-and-such?", we can only hazard the.
answer that com1Josers, or arr;::. . ne;crs, hn..ve n. pE-rfect right to do
what ey-er they pleaB\:.:.

Yo1.1 or I may

::=;,.r~:~ue

or eXJ)·Jst:.llatc '.'ri th tl1cm

on acrstJwti.c crounds, if we like; that is our

preror~ative.

l'J1.e

'18

composer may flatly disac;ree with us; that is also hi.s prerogative.
The only difficulty here is that ';fhile the composer may have a
certain idea in mind when he wrote the piece (1). (pr:Jgram music,
descriptive music, etc.) the listener is quite entitled to, and
invariably does, conjure up

r1

type of imagery or action patterns

more or less at variance with that of tile composer,

"No judgment

can be rendered save in the light of some previous experience,
and no concept based upon experience can be idGntical with any
two individuals." (2).
about,

'l'his, ho,-rever, is really nothinr; to worry

Gven definite spoken language fails to convey to one mind

exactlY. what was in the mind. of the person speaking.

The word

"tree" does not arouse the identical sense-image in the
one individual that it cloe s in another.

~ind

of

·!c never succeed in

perfectly understanclin;:; one anoth8.,:.
But the laws of suggestion and association, of co'.lrse, operate
in the field of music the s11me as elsewhere; for example the first
. three notes of the scale, if played in a certain sequence and
rhythm and if followed by the leap to the octave above, most
certainly do mean that 'over the fence is out" to peo?le of
average sophisticettion,
to mind.

an:~-

otJ:1er simila.r examples come crowding

Part of the equipment of every movie organist of ten

(1). A remarkable example of this sort of thing _is the famous
'
.§!_, Anne's Fugue, for organ, by Bach. 'fhis gigantic
work is a
triple fugue, and was intended by 3ach to be symbolical of, or to
represent, the doctrine of tile 'l'rini ty. 'Nhen Bach played the piece,
it »meant" the Trinity, to him, and he undoubtedly intended it to
mean the same thing to ot~ter people. As a theolof;ian, Each was
beyond_ question a grea,t musician!
{2). See openinc paragraph of Introduction.
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years

~o

consistet of

t~e

ability to accompany a picture with

significant, ttmeaningful", excerpts, which would illustrate or
fit j.

appr~;~priately

iitties as Tosti's

into the actiQn,

~-bye,

Silver threads Among

Fragments Qf such familiar

the LQhengrin

~ ~.

Ma~,

PromiJt~ ~.

not tQ mentiQn a hQst of popular

songs Qf the hQUr ant other ephemera.e----all Qf these conveyetl
very aefinite "meanings" to the auGlience.
us not be mislei,

These tunes

an~

But one moment;

let

iitties all ierive their

•meaning" frQm tl:le worf.s which are inseparably associated. with
them.

It is the worts which in every case have given a purely

arvitrary meaning ant connotation to the music.

While there is

certainly nQthing of a valetictorian character inherent in the
tones themselves which comprise the first four chorts of

~

Night Ladies, nevertheless they mean sQmething very tefinite to
us.

They convey, however, no such message to the Antaman Islanter.
Worts, then, may have very tefinite meaning, but music, inso-

far as it is pure

~~.

without any borrowef., or associated CQn-

nota.tion, has no meaning Qther than that inherent in the actual
sount-wa.ves. (1).

Music is the la.ngua11:e Qf expressiol!., nQt of

meaning, as we have seen.
of actiQn," (2).

Music expresses the "abstract aspects

its atvance or G.elay, its excitement Qr repose,

(1).

However, John Dewey, in a recent lecture at Wheeler Hall,
on Thought ~~ C~n~~~. argued very CQnvincingly that
no matter hQW harf. we may try we never succeeal in eliminating a
certain amount of context, or connotation, in all our thinking.
Prof. Ai.a.ms, in his lecture Fact 9:!!!:. Perspective, quotet in Section
Two, also takes this stant.
~erkeley,

(2).

Parker:

~Principles

2£ Aesthetics, p,l68.

bO.
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its insistence or its hesitancy, 8tc.

(1).

There are several

explanations of how mucic accom.plishero t'1is, but all explanations
seem to agree that various s im}Jle

an~l

com:plex e:mot.iono.l res))onses

are set up by means of the :lfP_lsica1 tonc:s themselves which react

directly up1!m the motor msohanism of the bocly.

To every kind of

emotion----love and hate and fear and sorrCJvr and joy----there
corresponds a specific mod.e of motor manj_sfestation.

l'a.rker

suggests two sources of' eXIJlanation for these physiol,Jgical
phenomena.

(2).

·~'irst,

rhyt:u11, to which he sayz the motor rneoh-

anism is somehow attuned.

-fe not only follow rhythmical sounds

with the attention but also vrith our musclercJ and heart and respiratory apparat'J.s.
~hythm,

~Ne

.,:ven mwn \':o clo not visibly movs in unison with the

tend to d.o so.

·:Chese incii_)ient muscular movements form the

connecting link betv-1een rhythmic::J.l .sou.nd o.nd emotion.

!-l.nd sLnce the

emotions are arcnsecl by the iJoundc; and not by any external object,
they are interwoven into the sounds, they become the content of the
sounds, they and the sounds reach us as a sincle incl.issoLibJ.e whole
of experience.

~i:his,

Pa.rl:e.e says, is the strangeness of the musical

experience, the fact that we feel so deeply----over

nothin~.

Parker's second so11rce of explanation is in the tones them-

selves, their timbre a.nd t!18 rise
But

the~e

~o.ncl

f:J.ll of pitch, as in melody.

points have been dealt with earl·ier in this section. All

of the so-called

11

elements

11

of' music • then., as we have seen, are

{1). All of these things ar2 11 meanings 11 , we are told.. Yes; and
all of these things music exurGssGs, sim;Jly, naturally, spontaneo\~S?-Y ~ ~by no otl~er means than by the mysterious mystical essence
wh~c.u ~s).e.r.ent 1n t':1e very sound-wave': tnemselves.

(2). ~· ~.• p. 170.
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in themselves capable of affecting us more or less, regardless of
the intrinsic value, as an art work, of the po.rticular piece we
happen to hear.

T~-J.us

(l).

hearing the Moonli,<h"t

i::1 t_h8 case of th-e

~Jouth

·sea Islander

referrod to r:bove, the: act•1al tones

and rhythmic flow of thG opcnin,c; rnsasures would be a source of
agreeable pleasure to the hypothct ical candida. te.
stat~,

Je

vontu.re to

however (knowing r'l.t the srw1e time that there is no verifia1Jle

proof) that his pleasur0 would not be diminished one iota were the
pianist to transpose the right hand part into D minor.
the

st~ry

.!e

have

of the Ambasaador from cHam, wha E:,ttended a '"ymphony

concert for thcl first time in his 'life, anc1 upon boiw:· aslwd after
the concert which piece he li1:ed best, answerec!.,

"The delightful

little piece they played ~t tho vary becinning----beforo tho
DirGe tor came out." (2).

The pro;c~ram of that particulo.r concert may

(1). As an excellent example of the pleasure derived from an orderly
sequence of rhythmicFtl sounds possessing no moaninz anid:: :from that
inher-:mt in tho rise an<1 fall ~.nd rh,yt .. •m of the tones alone, I quote
from m:.r ovrn recent expc rir:~ncc: ·~;_r;y t'.~:o yo11nc children, aced 4 and 6
respectively, respond eo. so favorably to Di~ nor~1,_ei, which I rGci ted
to them as an experiment in lie1_1 of their customo.ry bed-time story,
that thcJr demo.nded it D.[~;ain tho follov:ing eveninr;, all four versc!7l.
"Absolute poetry"?----·vorily; h'.!t diotinctly in line with tho recent
work of Blttmner t a lec.t.dsr in t~1e .•.1.]Xpl.. \:!OG ionizTrt movement in Ue.rmany
and described vividl, in Thc Now Vision in the ~--~-"-Gernan Arts , by
Scheffauer. From I1ltimncr "the 'absolute poem' gushes forth, naked
of all message or m8aninr; cave in thz sounds. of the voice itself as
it sonorously intonE;c: the V'JWels ru1d consommts of hiz e.rtificial
'language' which he has a.rbitro.rily coined for this specif:Lc purpose"
(p,l06). It ·,•as .BHtmner 's a'T.bi tion to conpor;e wordo or sounds, to
put v~wels and consonanto tocether, as a pain.ter uses colors or a
composer tones, His poams are written, not for t"lG eye, D'.'t for the
ear only ..
,}

-- --

- - --

__

(2). Unfortunately, t~1.i.:J ;:;tory cctnnot be adduced as hictorica.J. or
scientifically verifiable evido1oce. Ths more one le<i::'"lS ab·)l.'t Sie1.mese
and othGT OrientaJl music, however, t·',.c more plausible eve11 probable,
the stor:,r becomeD.
It io, in fccCt, one of those storiec ato·,!t v1hich
one .3o.ys, 11 lt maJ;" not bG t!'uc; but if !lot, it shv~~ld. bt::::! 11

\---

-

- - - ----
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have included Tschaikowsky or Brahms, and it may have included a
piece or two which George Jean

l~·athan

wou.ld characterize a.s l'trip0 u;

the Ambassador from 3iam would not--have known, neither wo,Jlcl he
have cared.

His aesthetic enjoyment for the ev-ening WOLtld have

been merely tcle sun' total of his sor:latic res;_:Jonses to the rhythms
and the

ri~;e

and fall or

t}H~

wusical tones ttleTnselves.

A.nd our

enjoyment of an eveninr; of Chinese music woulcl be precisely similar.
Nho of us would take it upon himself to criticize a piece of Chinese
music, on its ovrn

merit~~; ~

.§l£.1?
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In a study of evolu.tiono.ry developncnt we becon·e a·<"Jare of

the phenomenon known as ''persistence and

throug!:1out t¥1o evolEti')no.r:y !;)roccsz there is , . ,_

is, j.ndeed,

~-

Thnt is,

cltan~e''.
11

somct 1:!.inL;

·;r~_ich

fDJniliar ono in the lifo of every ind..ivldt1al; vre

knovr we are the same

individu~J.l

t!:l.e.t 1N2 ,Nere 15 yea.rs a?,o, yet

cell in our body has

the biologist tells us that cvGry

sin~la

changed d,1.rinr;: that perioc1.•

is it t21c.,t

-~?:1:1o..t

it thg.t per3iztc?----wt.:: confcsc
compGlz us to accept

tl-~e

~~te

d.o !1ot know.

f:::t8t as ctate:Ct

manifestly doe.s chan;;.:; c::tnd

co?:r;.et~:.in;:~

an:l v.rhat is

C~lG.nGe;::

a.bo~re:

And y0t our rco.son
zomethln(~;

very

persi:::ts.

There are several fislcl.s of !!tan's activity \;,-herein grad'J..al
progress or development is rcvcc:.led, fields
physics 1 psycholocy I or art.

suc~:.t

In thece ficldc of

s,c

rc1lt-~J.on,

t~·1.0~.12;~:.t

and

research, the development .h:.-:..8 been of such o. c]:J.n.r2.ctcr o..c to merit

the

applic~tion

of the word avolutionary.

of persistence and

cl1an:~~e

the development of

t~.1osc

Gortainly the phenomenon

haD l.::,e:cn evident d'..1ri11r::;
.fic1d.z of rcse.:J.::ch; iY!

t~.i.8

<.:;:J.C~l

co;Jr8e of
case :::ome

mysterious, j_nviciblJ cssc11.ce ho.z pcrsiztecl, or b.Jcn carried
over, in spite of c:ct0!'no.l visible changes, reodjust:nsnts, even

-' •-;;.

.
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succeeded in

correllatin~

and interpreting such facts as he has

been able to apprehend, it is unnecessary to c;o into here.

But

let us examine the art of music, which has been developin(-l lustily
since Caesar's time,

Hers we find that not only have fundamental

readjustments, or shifts in the underlying basic premises, taken
place recently, but they have been taking place at periodic intervals during· the last two thousand. years, or in other j wordn, since
Occidental music began to develop from the sim9le scale forms of
the Greeks.

The first clrast ic cha_nc;e took place in the early days

when "music" was still thought of as a co'nhination of Yoc'3.1
declamation, d.a.nce, and some form of

instru~~enta.l

B,Cc·orr.pn:niment.,

and the chanc;e consisted of the successful attempt on the part of
certain "ultra-modernists" of that period to perform vocal nur•1bers,
or instrumental numbers, or clances, as tho case might be, independently of one another.

The quotation from one of Plato'8 Dialogues,

in Section '.rhree, refer8 to this daring innovation.

Over a

(1). An example of drastic change and readjustment, a.ccvmpanied
by a carry-over of a persist.,nt :Jomctilin[;-or-othGr, comes readily
to mind in the science of p.sychology. Since psycholot::Y lost its
"soul" (which happened within tl1e memory of many of us) the world
has witnessed the phenomenon of a still vigorously developing
science of "psych-ology"----with the "psyche" left out. Learned
doctors will in all probability be still arguing in the year 3,000
whether "psyche" means this, or that, or whether it ever meant
anything at all, but psychol:Jgy will still be, presumably (even
in that late date) a very actiye field of research. In the meantime,
it i8, of course, a matter of some speculation whether our word
"soul" corresponds even approximately to the thought-pattern which
the Greeks (who so conveniently "had a v:ord for it") had in mind.
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thousand years elapse ere the musical law-givers are compelled to
make another readjustment in their premises.

This occurred during

the ninth, tenth and eleventh centuries, when the new idea of
harmony was trying its wings and finally learned to fly.

Then

came the significant change which----partially at least---released music from its long bondage; the period variousl:r known
as the "overthrow of the vocal etandard," the "rise of instrumental
music," "freedom from the domination of the church," etc,

This

took place sometime during the 16th century, though there were
definite forewarnings of the change much earlier than that,

This

period of readjustment has been compared with the other two historical movements of that time known as the Renaissance and the
Reformation; it was, in fact, cont·emporary with these ancJ. an outgrowth or a by-product of them; it resembles these other two
movements also in that we are still in the midst of the process,
it continues to assume ever great8r significance, and the end is

not yet.

Those who have not been inclined tp regard this change

as of much importance may obtain a better perspective by comparing
two works representative of each period: for example, a Palestrina
motet with a Beethoven Sonata or Symphony.

The enormous ,<;a in made

by the abandonment of the vocal standard is here apparent. (1).
Two other changes remain ·to be considered: first, the rise and
spread of the schools of lmpressioni8nl and Expressionism, which
represent successful attempts to utilize the material8 of music
(1), This is not to be taken as a criticism of Palestrina!

,
.

".
~

;J
;1

j

:l

1

,!

flfl

:)l-

'i

l

tor

pur~oses

ani

obje~tivea

of which Bach ani Eeethoven apparentl.T

never treamet; seoont, the overthrow of tonality, or the rise of
& school of oomposera, heatet ly Stravinsky, SehOnier: ant others,

who are usinc novel materials in their works in the form of chort
umiinations whieh to not rest upon the scale forms which have
ieen the iasic presupposition of Ooeitental
2,000 years.

musi~

for the past

(1).

Musis, then, has cone

throu~h

some startling metamorphoses

turin: its lonr evolutionary process,

If jytha,oras were alive

totaT one wonters if he woult acknowletce paternity to such a
w~art

ehilt;

it seems reasonalle to believe that he woult insist

that the chili hat wanteret so far from its parental roof that it
hat cotten lost ant this was not his ehilt at all iut an imposter.
A iiolo,ist will tell us that the butterfly which emer:es from
1:,\
'

,;:

the cocoon is the itentical or:anism Which wove itself into the
(1). I purposely have not listea Wa:ner in the above summary. This
is not iecause I unterestimate the man or the trementous importance
ot his work; he was untl.oul»tet<w,r one of the rreat ~:;eniuses of all times.
Jut, :first of all, Wa:ner tealt mainly with O}Jera; also his was a "closef.
system"; the limits of tiatonic chromaticism were reachef. ant further
)ro~resa alone the paths he laif. out was impossible.
Furthermore,
as the tust of iattle clears ant perspective improves, we atmire
Wacner more, not for any iasic innovations he introtucet, but for
iuiliin~ with the materials (orchestral ant harmonic) which Jerlioz
ant otAers hat preparef. for him, ant enormously expantint the
expressive power of music thereby, Also, the Wa~ner controversy was
racine at its heicht when two small voices becan to be heart in Europe
----Deiussy ant Scriabin; their harmonic innovations, which eventually
resultet in the overthrow of tonality, assumetl. ~reater antl. greater
si.r;nif'icance as time went on. Even after the Wagner controversy
hat ieen settlet (favorably to wa,ner) the Scrialin "mysteey chort"
ant Debussy's whole tone scale hat gotten in their teatly work; a
new battle was on, a new issue was joinet vastly more far-reao~in:
in its si.r;nifioance antl. implications than such prol»lems as "leltmotif" ant "entless meloliy" ant. "extreme f.iahnic chromaticism•,
Lo1 the Wa&ner squaiile was for.r;otten.

--- -----------
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cocoon originally in the form of a caterpillar; it seems scarcely
credible, for the butterfly certainly does not look like, or behave
like, or possess any of the outward characteristics of the caterpillar.
However, the biologist snrcly lmcP.is what he is talldnc; abo•.1.t.

Has

music gone through a metamorl'h:Jslo, durin; 2,000 years of "incubation",
comparable to that which ti10 caterpillar undergoes'?

Hany pcoole

today think so; P1Jthagoras woulcl. unclot:btodly think so.

?nt biolosy

also teaches that during the course of the evolutionary process
what are knovrn as

11

nev1 spccie:J

11

D.rise f'rorn tixnc to time, ,Hhic_h are

distinct from all other species, will not interbreed

wit~

them, etc.

Many people take the position that sonethini'; similar to this has
come to pass in music, i.e., s. ne·.r; species has come upo:O. the scene.

These people are perfectly
changes of the past

whic~l

':7illin,~

t:J accept t'J.e revolutionary

Im>.sic history reveals; the startling

innovation of harmony, the; .rise c..nd growtiJ. of the "instrumental
style" of writing, even the "color-mad" impressionists----all these
things, they admit, represent .merely logical developments of the
art; but these "ultra-modernists", with their throwing of tonality
the window, their shameless "delight in cacophony for its own
their "trampling or :Jeauty underfoot," the:ir conversion of the
orchestra into a thing of hideous

di~

and ftightfulness----

these are the ones who are bringing something into music----or
taking something out of it,

'J.S

which is converting, or is in'

one may choose to regard it---ct.:t.n~;er

of converting, music into

somethinc altogether different from the lovely thing which dwelt in

db.
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our midst only a generation

In other •:..rord.s

a~;o.

J

our conecrvative

friends ae;ree that history b.u.s rcpcu.ted itself in the pu.st, but it
is not, in this particular inctu.nce,

a~

least, repeating itself

during the presentl
Now, these critics mc.1.y be

ric~nt.

and

a~~a.irl th~y

may be wrong;

our inqui.t'y thus far has not revealed a metj1od of establishing proof
one way or the other, and the expression of an opinion would be
entirely out of order here inasmuch as tha purpose of thb
investigation io not to air opinions but to ascertain facts,
were a method available whereb:,r one co•.1lcl

\'!i th

Indeed,

certainty ana acc,J.r-

acy decide whether or not thes" critics' contentLons "rerc correct,
this thesis would become a mere

;)latit~lcle,

a svpcrfluous fanninc

of the air in aimlesc rhc:toricrtl qucztion o..nd ans'Ner.

Hor whether

or not certain critics are justi:Ciec!_ in their assertion thut rrnwic
today is being corr',1Pteci", ci.e[:radcocl .'J.nd lGd into a blind allGy of
decay and d.isintegration----th:.::'..t is :precisely the thing we

ing to find out.

e~ro

try-

The critics, ?f course, insist thut they arc rir;ht

----but in so do inc; they arc merel:J" du:r-'licatinc_: the error of critics
of tne type to which Jalvocorcssi callcocl attention (quotGd in Section

Three) who

11

becin by assuming the V8ry thing they are called upon

later to prove. 11 •

t;fuich brings

u;:J

sq 1J..arely back to a re-sta.tsment

of our problem: If music is really losing somt!thing precious, vital
and indispensable a.t the
how

~ ~ ~

!!.?

hands of these merciless ultra-modernists,

If music i3 not really suffering or deteriorating

because of these innovations whic 11 an, a CO'"lspicuons characteristic
of our modern co.mposers, ca.n ![._£

Qf..OV·~

ll'?----and if eo,

2.2:!.'?
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In the brief summary a momc.;nt

ar~o

of the outstandinr; changes

or readjustments tha.t rmve been made in our Occidental music,
certain fact.s must have become appar_e;.nt.

::?irst, m:1.sic has been

developing, as an art ancc Ets a scicnc-o, fran the simple to t.hc
complex, in all its branches or elements.

:B'rorn the simple monody

of tiltl Greeks, first one accompanying voice was introduced, then

hro voices;

finally, .... fter h:J.rmony was firmly established, a

multiplicity of voices beC.'l111EJ More and more common, until toda.y
the complexity of the contrapuntal

to.pe~try

of some orelwstr'tl

scores fairly stagJ.c;ers tho imagino:fion (of a lay:nan).

Alone: with

this increase in the numb-:;r of voicos came a cre.1.ter :1n.cl

:~reP.ter

'

use of \Vhat is knor:n ao d.issonance; at first octaves, fourths 9.nd

fifths were tne only acceptable intervals; then :;radually thirds
n.nd sixths were tolerated, until today every conceivable int.crval,
augmented or diminisheci, iz utilized withont hesitation bJ modern
composers; and not content with these, increasing attention

lS

being given to the possibili tics of quarter tones and other fractional intervals.

Sicle ·by side 'Ni t.h this over-increasing number

of' parts and inturva.ls which have found tncir v:ay into tlw tonal
fabric,

rhythm has also been developing from the simple to the

complex; the Possibilities of other elements of music, such as
form, color, dynamic and melody have also boen extensively ex·olored,
-

with the result that the range of expreszion in music ha..9 been

-

-
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enormously extended. (1). Vastly more important, however, as
concerns our :particular problem, than 8.11 this develo:oment in the art
~-----

of music itself, has been the continual readjustment whic;1 has been
taking place in our mnsicaJ.

1ii1d in the conditionin;; of our

thinkir~g

auraJ. apparatus to a sensitivity and
not rlrearned of by the anci<mts.

'J.

'lclicac,y of re.9po'nc w'·.ilch was

The tonal innovations of 8ne t;enerat-

ion· have been fi1•st an2.thomr:.tizcd, tncn endured, then deliberately
cultivated as new aesthGtic materia.l.

!!'or hundrGds of years the race

(that is, the Occidental minority of the race) has been desperately
attemptinr; to decide the mo1wmtous question:
has never satisfactorily solved the

~roblem

"'ifhat is a discord?"

It

yet, and apparently it never

shall; many sincere artists feel thu.t tne solution woL<ld spell aesthetic stagnation and decay, and that tile postponement of the solution
means that man's aesthetic horizon will be continually enlarged,

(2),

(1) .Henry Cowell, in his Hew J:'us:\._g.§.J. Re~-2._~, has recently made a
remarkable contribution to musi01.1.1 li tera.ture; L'1 it he shows that so
far we have only begun to explore the possib.ilities of our musical
materials. His suggestions reg,'l.rdinr; the use of :poly-rhythm, polyharmony, and ne':r tonal combinn.tions, g.re suc':1 as to challenge the
attention of serious musicians.

(2).
"The result of a stud_y of overtones is to :ftnd the import,mce of
relationships in music ac1c~ to find ti.It: '1easure by which every interval
and chord may be related.
It is discovered that the sense of sonsonance, dissonance and discord is not fixed, so that it must be immovably
applied to certain combinations, but is relative. "----Cowd_l: Jife!!_
\
Musical Resources, p.ix.
It must be kept in mind tha.t the connotation
,
implied back of the word "discord'' as used above is that of something
ugly, out of tune, jarring, something definitely "out of the picture."
This is by no means to be confused wi t't the strictly technical meaning
of "discord '1 • when used in the s:-J,:rae senss n.s "dissonance u; in other
!~--=-=words, the opposite of •concord". The al tc;rnate play of "concord" again- ist "discord" hac been an intef;ral part of the developrnGnt of our OccideJP ~r===
tal music ever since the bep,inninfc of :part-sinc;inr;. The point is
that certain intervals (the minor third, for example) were first regarded as intolerable "discords" (in trt<J sense as used in th8 text above)
and their use forbidden; later these intervals wGre tolerated as "dissonances", which could be ueed unO:cr certe.ln concli tions; while subsequently these same intorvalR came to be regarded as pure concords.
1

' -

•
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llut this gradual conclitioni"rF', of

res:~J'Jnsc

to stimuli, o.nd inorcasi,ng

sensitivity of man's aur:1l mcchc.cnism, down throu;)t the centuries,
h.9,s

in it certain implicc:tions; there are certain concl··..tsionro to be

drawn from it which a11pear inescapable.
may be stated as follows:

One o±' these conolusions

Tl1e.rc;! seems to ·be no assigno..ble lindt to

the ext.ent or nature of the stirm.tli to which man can subject himself
and. to which he can train and condition himself to respond in his
eternal quest for aesthetic enjoyment and so.tisfaction.

'I'hat there

may be certain "dead linee" beyond whicl1. lw.>na.n s11ccepti b.ili ty does

not go, is of COlJrse granted.

J'\u.t 1-'J.tton one end.cavors to delLni t

thC).t area of susceptibility '1.ncl to st::-.-t:•:: tr.c precise poi.11t, i.n Rny
given field of s'timnl'..lc, -?.t ,_,,_r>,ioh

futility of the attempt.

rco.ohss zero

j.t

lror juc:t

a8

1

Y!e

rcali?.e the

i'oriividua.ls ci.iff<er in tile

nature of their response to a ':;iv.Je

c:ti~n).''S,

ing point on the fringe of the

of susceptibility" vary with

individuals.
of pitch:

qro~

so woulr.! this ''v;:J.nish-

To take an example in only one fi.::;ld of ctimuluo, that

The limit of hu,·can aw1.it:i.on of lo'.7 tones ic plac2ri. at

somewhere between 12 cJ.nd :-20 vibr:ctions :osr second.

This doccG not

mean, however, tho.t all_ other-,,;_ s 3 normal hume.n beings can distine;v.ish
pitches of 20 vibrations or l1ic;h.:or; nor docs it mean that no human
being has yet distinguished, or can distinguish, ·tones of less than

12 vibrations.

Such an assumption, at leant, "Wtcld be risky, for

jUst as we hear occasioYln.lJ.~>- of Ih.J.csiz..n contr::.-bassos who n':'!,n sine;
dovm to "double G11 ,

so is :Lt.

unearthed somewh.E.:.ro who co..n

~or.~~.ibl3

that some

dl~ti,1_,::pJish

f~ea.~.:

mo.:;r "be

tones of .less the.:n 12

vibration~

9?.
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per second.

In the ma.tter of sneceptibilit;r to

of pitch thera is also a great

differc~cc

r~inute

a
gra,clllons

in inrlividuale.

The

semi tone is trte emallest interval used in most modern rum; ic; :.rut
records indicate that some hume;,n ears can detect fluctuationc of
pitch a.s minute az ono-t~,ci(;;nt.i.ct:-: of a ::;o':'!.i tone.

(1).

!~ut

there

seems to us to be no la'·"' of ";Jitch eusceptibility" which applic8
to all human being~ aliJ~c.

(2).,

What we have just zeen to be true with.rcc:ard to the difference
in individuals in their susccptibilitJ te> ::?itch varic.tion holcl.s true
o.lso with respGct to the other clements of mucic which crere considered
in Section Four.

'rhe somatic response resulting in one individual

due to given stimuli such as a spz:cific rhythm, e.n oboe tone, a.
simple flute melody, or a sin,:;le triad

z:nm.t'c:~

on the piano, cannot

possibly be identically t':":e zc:>'•c 'en any two inC'.i Yid.ual.~; it rrill
not even be the 8ame with the c::""''" in.:\ivldual upon different occa9ions.
This simply confirms the conclc,sion stater: in the prececi.in[ paragraph, namely, that there seem:: t.)

b1.;:

no az;::i[::nabltl lirr:it to the

extent or nature of ti1.0 st.ir11.uli to which man can rcsJ)ond.

'J.lhe

second conclusion to '·'''1ioh v;e seem to be fo.rc.ocl, s.ftor co:-'.s.i.ci<:rinfj
the various chanr;a2. and rGa'ljnst'llants that ho.vo taken place dur.ing
music history, while it cannot be d.emom:traterl as readily as the other,
yet appea.rs to be the only res.sonab}.c cx:;:JlanEction of the facts as we

(1). Pratt: 111.£ NLeanine~ of lJtUsic, p. tl5.

(2). "There arc 4191 tones at the disposition of musical expression,
if we take up the range fro.m. counter G (::<.3 vibrations per second) to
the 5 times marked C with 1824 vibrations, and if we consider one
vibration as the smallest possible unit of tone. The human ear also
discerns tones of lesscr motion:::.l differences than one vibration, An
exact line of differentiation has, up to the present, not been established. "----Haba: On !J:.l!:. Psycho],£ BY of J,hwioal ~. p.~q

I!
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know them.

This conclu.2ion is that all the so-called

development, or

crov~rth,

pro;'"~ress,

or

of the art of mnsi.c, frow_ i tz v':::;ry co.rliest

beginnings in primitive society clo17t' to the present c1ay, hcu: taken
place in accordance with cc.rt,,.L,··lr,ws or prin.ci.ples.

several thinge which suggect

this~

extremely simple to the co1FIJlcx,

~irst,

Tbere are

the developrnsnt from the

'l'hero is an cnorHtO'J.s g<cp between

a sava13e dance to the accoinpanirn<ont of a tom-tom, and a Strauss
Symphonic Poem; it is the srun<O gap that exists between tlw drawing
of· a deer by a troglodyte on a c:J.ve 'Nall, and a printeci. copy of Ham:J,£1;,.
And while we do not know a e;reat clcal about tho music of primitive
man, except that it developed very slowly, just as hir;; other social
habits developec1, ttle more reo en t chan,;es in man • s rnus ical proe;ress
have all been recorded.

eve can examine them in our textbooks,

As

we go through this record we are strucl<; by its orderliness; one
thing leads gradually, imperce}'tibl;y (as a rule; there were occasional
exceptions), inevitably, so it oeems, to the other; there are no gapa,

no incongruities, no inconsistencies.

It seems a perfectly loRical,

systelllc"l.tic process, a. serie8 of conlJoctin;; links forminc; an unbroken
chain.

.!\nothGr thing which seems to suge;est the operation of so.me

law or principle is the phenomenon of "persistence and cllan;-;e",
mentioned. at the beginnin,:; of this section.
factor here which must be dealt with.

However, there is a

Philosophers tell uc; trmt

this phenomenon always accompanies processes vrhich are truly evolutionary in character; also tha.t there can be nothing at the end of

~---

':Jlf..
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such a process which was not ~licit at the beginning. (1).
Right here is where the difficulty arises; for what have we to
answer to those critics, mentioned a moment aco, who are quite out
of step with certain tendencies of-modern oorcposers, a.nd who state
flatly that these more recent "innovations" on the part of some of
the modernists, whatever else they may be,

§£.2

.!l£1 music? 'rhat is,

these critics insist that the process has ceased to be an evolutionary
one; that while we have abundance of "change", "PGrsistenco" has
ceased; that something foreign, extraneous, has crept in, or is creeping in today, something which was not implicit at the beginning of
that long process.

If, indeed, it can be proved than an element

exists in any certain piece of music, modorn or otherwise, •vhich
was not implicit in music when it first came into existence, or
for that matter, e.t any given point in the course of t;.w proce2.s of
development, then do we mont asGureclly have an usable point of
departure for a valid criticism resting upon a perfectly valid
presupposition,

"No reform can be successful which breaks the

continuity of history," This ic an
and teachers of history ac;rec.

~darn

to whicll most students

Ilut it is one thing merely to state

the problem, e.s above, e,ncl quite another to apply it in any specific
instance.

For there is one unknown quantity in the problem, over

which we stumble immediately: What was, or has been, implicit in
music, either at its beginning (whenever that may have been) or at

(1). There is no intention here to suggest that such processes ever
actually have a beginning or corne to an encl. But any point in the
process may be arbitrarily designated, for purposes of analysis, e.s
the beginning or the end of the process ill!. !.Q., or from thai;_ point,
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any given point in history?

Alas! we do not know.

It is, as a

matter of fact, precisely the thing which we are trying to find
ou.tl (1).
All this, however, far from clouding the i.scue still furtl'lor,
has really served to clarify onr problem exceedingly.

re have

succeeded in pointine: out the errors CQmmittec\ by would-be critics
in the pn.st; vre ha.ve sho1•rn the physioloc;ico..l b<Stses for our response

to music; we have revieweo. briefly the 1112-ny basic

cha.n~;es

and rGad-

justments which have talwn place durin;; some 2,000 years of its
development; and we have pointocl. O'.Jt that the only valid criticism
criticism -r,vhich can be levelled acainst a piece of J.nusic is to

prove that it is not c;ooc, musical Ju't.

Only by thus clearing away

obstructing rubbish can one sometimes ,s8t a clearer vision of a
distant perspective; even now the solution of our problem looms
upon the horizon, albeit somewhat vague and shadowy still.

At this

step an analogy betvreen our :pro blmrr and a s irnilar one in the field
of Ethics may be of help to us.

A casual reference was m_1.cle in

Section One to the possibility of a parallel problem existing in
the two fields.
,;:thical theory deals with princi:ples of human conduct, with

rules, or laws, let us say, c:overning ma.n 1 e relations with his
fellow-man.

It has this much in conllnon with aesthetic theory,

(1). The question may her·e arise: 'il11at about our definition of music,
agreed upon in :3ection One?
Joss not that state explicitly what music
1!!.? To which the answer is, it states nothing of the kind. It states
what we, to the best of our knowledge, think music is, ancl such a
statement is purely a subjective matter. vfuat we want to know is, not
what we think is, or ~. implicit in music (subject to revision in
1950) but what actually is implicit in music.
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namely, that both deal with certain aspects of human nature, and
both, in their operation and functioning, deal with, nay, are at
the mercy of, fallible, human judc;meJJ-ts.

Let us see how some

philosophers approach the problem of "the moral law".

Rousseau,

in his efforts to plumb to the very center of things and to reach
the :psychological mainsprings of our actions., rBarsons thuc:

11 Con-

templating the first and most lo1im"Jle operations of the human soul,
I think I can perceive in 'it two principle:;; prior to reason, one
of them deeply interesting us in oar o'!l'n welfare anri preservation,
and the other exciting a natural repuc;nance at secin;; any other
sensible being, and particularJ.y any of our own species, s,u:ffer
pain or death." (1).

It is from the agreement and combinatio!'l

between these two princi]iles, he arcEes, t.'wt all the rules of
natural right are deri vmJ.
would accept his first

The fact tl::'.at most mocl.ern psychologists

propo~ition

but reject the second need not

concern us here; we are interoEted, not in hiz theories but in his
method of approach.

Likewise l':a.nt, in layinG the foundation fo.r

his moral theory, finds the basis for .his famous categorical imperative
in man himself.

"Man, and in general any rational being, exists as

an end in himself, not merely as a. means •••• but in all his actions ....
must be always regarded. at.. the same time as an end." (2).

An excell-

ent example of present day thinking along these lines is the moral
theory of Professor Paul A. Schilpp.

He

has made an exhaustive

study of moral theories of the past and present, and has elaborated

(1). Rousseau: Origin of

Inequa~itr,p.l70,

.42). Abbott: Kant's The orr of Ilthj.££, p, 46.

;c; I •
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what he terms the Ob,jectivi ty of the Loral Lao;!:, In this he begins
with certain empirical facts, 2.nd. builds up his o.rcuments step by
step, in perfectly lo&:icn.l sequence.
of our aesthetic problem, vrllich ifl novr imminent, •.vill follow a
course of reasoning strikin[lY similar to that of Schilpp

establishing his moral ti:wory, it will be of value to
here a

resum~

or surrm•ary o:f b.is conclu.siono.

the fact of judc;ments, tho.t

rieht

o~nd

i~.

·.!8

i~

to r:;i ve

He be;; ins, then, with

y;1oral judgm0nt.:1, of

~~·ood

8..11d bad,

vvrong, th.roU{jhout tl1.o 11ast, wherever humo..nity has been.

Then he raises the question whether or not there is

som,Jtnin<c~

in

the judgment of right and wronr; vmich is inherent in tlw very
nature of man.

Then f'olloVIs an examination into tho nature of man,

which is satisfactorily settleci..

'rhen he proceeds as follows:----

The laws of human behavior----pbysiolorr,ical, logical, psychological
----are a priori, inherent in every man.
by results of experience.
change their operation.

The discover)' of these lans does not
There are 12"'.'.'8 of morality w11ich ::ere

just as a. priori az lav:2 of

:p!1~..r::ics

1

etc.

order, that indicates a law must be there.
behavior

~e

find that

They are not determined

ma~~l

jud~~mcnts

If human

bc,~_o.._vior

s1.;_ows

In the hir::tory of hvman

in avery age have been

011

the

underlying principle o:f t:1e v;eJ.raJ.'C of a particular ;_;roup o:f people
at a particular time, as well as the welfare o:f an individual member
of the group.

J.!lv'en though 1.7e may nov: say that the. judgmentz were

not actually :for the gonerc\1 ,·:ood, the fact of the j L.ldi;mcntB tlwmselves must be admitted.

After all, if these juo-e;ments come out of

the very nature of man's -ocin·•:

==-"=" --""-'

can thev be really contrary to man • s
v

~--~-

-

--

-- --

--
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well-being?

Then he rv.ises

t:tu~

of mankind, and Hnsv;crs it by

question of whe.t is the vtclfars

SD~yinr~

it rests on the

mankind, lNhich he says ic-.: tieci up vrith--·the
Tba t

is D10r3.lly

~:;ood

and

ri~~_ht,

L""~"t;oluti,Jn

pro;·.-rec~

of

of }JGrsona.lity.

he COl'lclndcs, vrhich is advantageous

to the development of personality and of personal relatione.

It

is the natural law o:f htFncm behavior.
Yh have included

theory, inasrnuch

.?~e.

mo~.Jt

of th:.; irnportant steps in

we shn.ll usc

at the solution of our

~cGthotic

3chil~p's

vcr:/ simil:.J..r lJrocess in arrivinc

:1.

problem.

steps we shall use his identical words,

Indeed, in soma of the
And, as a matter of f2.ct,

when vre get through we shall find. ourselves in exaotl:_r tho sc.me

psychological morass that he is in Yrhen he concll'dss

~he

statement

of his moral theory! Let us sec how it works aut.
In the original statement of our problem (~action
objective was announced.

our

/e 1:rsre to asce.rt::1.iY1 if there v1as anything

in music independent of v;ho.t

';7C

})\tt

i:-1ta it 7.-·::"lich can cerv8 as a.n

objective basis or stancla..rcl by "!.7}::.ich 2.ny piece of music can be

evaluated.

Then lc,ter we found that any

'.·~ucical

criticism claiming

valiuity must rest upon some •.miY<crsc•.lJ.y or objectively va'!.id pl'CsupIJOsi tion; and

WG

decidecl that

t:.1c:

only cri tici8m Yrl!icll could claim

absolutely uni vorsal vo.lidi t:r would be tint tne piece
under the terms of the dofini tion

a:~reed

v_pon.

~

not il.r_t.

·,re also found that
-- -

if any of trw claims by modern critics to the effect that certain
modern wri tors are introd\lcing clements into music which are essentially foreign to its truc; natnre (or, contrariwbc, are eliminatinp:
from their music elements which ar~ cszcntial to music)----if any

-
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of these claims can be suhstantiated and definitely proved, then
are not only these critics vindicated. e.nd the;ir criticisms justified,
but our wholG problem i.s solved imrnediately.

our investigation seems

to indicate that there is very d·ecidedly somotl1ing inherent in music,
something objective, independent of our minds, but its evaluation seems
to be in the last analysis purely a subjective problem, and tho solution of our problem of

crectinr:~

a standtuc1 or criterion w11ich w.ill be·

objective to tl'le extent that i t ;-;ill be capable of empirical vcrificatimm'

measurement and ana.lysiz, is by no means apparent.

Thus, while every

subjective judgment may rest upon an objective basis,
know what that basis is, then v:here are we?

(1). if we do not

Schilpp's moral tl1eory

seems to be perfectly sound and airtight, @:§.. !i theory..

Its only weak-

ness----if it can be eall.cd tb,;.t----is thu.t whic:h seerns to be inherent
in all moral theories, namely, wi:ten it comes to pC<ttin,.c, it into
practise,

(2). we find ourselves back again face to face with our

familiar old problen of subjectiv.ity.

(1). "Harmony is produced in these arts whenever the number of vibrations per second det~rmining the pitch of one tone sustains a certain
ratio to the number of vibration::: per .second determinin~; the pitch
of another tone. But only the investi,s;ations of science have been
able to discover that this is tho roason for the eff8ct. The mind
cannot count the vibrations.
It is not consci'l'1S of thcn1, •.. it is
ev idont that w2. must suppose oursel vos deali nc.; '.':i th fact ore of '·''rhich
the mind is unconscious; an~ m~~ot rsmain ignorant until science has
come into possession of certain rl.ata not yet discovered~ 1' T{o.ymoncl:
The Essentials of Aesthetics, Ji>.331-5.
·
(2).
It is only fair to state, howevcor, tha.t most moralists will
insist (and ri(;htly, methinks) that this is not their problem; they
are concerned with the theory only.
L.:----
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In a.ns .ver to the S}Jecific qucsti0n, --1chi!. pp hn..s d.cniecl emph.::tti.cgJ_l __:
1

that his moral theo.ry is open to t 11G criticism of S"bjecti·tity, in

connection with its practical
title of the chapter in his

npplication~

·book_~

as statcct above.

T!lEf"""Objectivit,~r

Ihe

of ti.:c >orn,l

which deals with the problem, 7roul0 indicate that h8 had

GG11'Cd

J~0w,

the

problem to his own pe.r.ROnCJ.l satic;f<J.ction, a.t lzast; ho•xsve;r, nowhere
in his book does he state or c:Laim that he hac eliminated the subjective element altocether.

•In the contrary, he specifically admits

that someone must ultimately decide as to what actions ar.:o advs.ntageous to personality.

"lt may be objected," he says, "that the fact

that someone----either the private individual or the social group---must ultimately decide as to vrhat s.ctions are advantac:eous. to
personality and also: tha,t someone must deduce the la'xs of personality
~unan

from an observation of actual

experience----that these conditions,

so far from having led us to an objective s.nd. univ:.n:-2ally valid moral
law, reciuce us in fact

a:~.?.in

to th3 on.l.;,' possible alternative of

some super-board of' control c:msistinc:: of scicntiots, historians,
psycholocists and

sociolo~ist8,

of each respective individual.

or to the purely subjective j:1dgment
In answer it only needs to be pointed

out that in medicine, for exa····plc, vn1 are willinr; to avail ourselves
of the nc\vicc of t.be trained expert in the field.,., Je consult the
expert and admit him to be just tho.t, but v:e 8till have the ',)rivilege
of accepting or of refusing to accept eithur his diagnosis or nis
prescriptions.

It is difficult to see why the same princi:ple should.

not be applicable to the field of morality, especially since this
would substitute trainee\ experts in the field of morality for the

- ..........
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present rule of' G>.ccid_enta.lly clevclopecl trv,di tions by the more or
less ignorant masses

Gerta:i,_nJ.):: this could only be

(The italics are mirJl.)

§.

e;ain." (1).

We adrni t thqre would be a sa.in, but the

extent of that gain is certt3.inly open to debate.
''the fact someone ..•. must decide

11

,

11

Such terms as

someone must deduce ...... from an

obser,rution", "super-bo::J.rd of control", arc an open admission that
when these judgments are finalJ-:r e.rri-ved Gt----by
obje~tivity

~.-rJ:.2.t2Ysr

m:;_':l.ns----

ie attained only to th8 extent to which the subjective

element is eliminated!

\V!1.ich is only o,nother way of cayin.~ th8,t "~.I!Te

realise that our own ,jur1gments are -biassed, hence we
accept the jndcment of someone

w~·tom

cons~1l t

D.nd

v:e think is less biB,.ezed t}1.n.n

we are.
The term "trained expert" ale o proves to be a
c ert<-<.inly it affords us food fur muc:1

thocl;~ht.

stu,~lbl

in;-;-block;

i!'or the men whose

judgments we quoted back in .3ection Three vwrc practica.lly without
exception train<Jd experts in their field•

Berlioz, f'or example, wg.s

a most erudite and scholarly musician; he probably know as much
about the art of' mnsic as any other man of his time; yet he seems
to have been incapable of' c;i_ vine a valid cri tici em of Vlagner 1 s music.
His opinions on many other

matt<~rs

are "till referred to as authorita-

tive (for example, his treatise on Q.!:2h_estration is masterl:;' and is
still considered a standard textbook); but hiz. cri tique,s of' 1!1agnor
apllear to be of' value t" us now chi_cfly
subjectivism running amolc.

a2

excellent examples of

Hie opinions, then, and the opinions of

(1), Contempora~ Moral it:;:_, )).25.
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most of the exports which were quoted in Section Three, have been
found to have been biassed anc;_ ri.Lo;torto;d b;\' sur)jecti're elements.
That is, their opinions "attain::cd objectivity only to t"le o:z:tcnt
to which they succeeded in elimin2,tin[; the snbjecti ve elem.ent "----

which in their case seems to ho.vo been to no Yery great extent.

Are the opinions of "experts" in the field of moriJ.lity more
object.i vely vo..lid than

a.r~~

thee.-.~

opinionf.l v:l1.ich

WtJ

ho,Ye quoted

Jo hope :;..nd truzt t!1ey are,

from the field of musical aczthctics'"t

but 1m1st confess that we really do not know; nor docs Prof. Schilpp
offer us Hny evidence or proof that they are,
"Man's judgrn,mts co.YJ nevor ])e info.llihlc; objectivity -aan be
attained only in a relative sense," we may bo told.
agree.

The proposition of rclyin[;

UI~on

some •super-board of control'', rather

t/1c

t~an

miss opinions, seems to be a step in t":le

an intelligent effort to

anticl~ate,

To this 'lie

~iud.gments

of ex:p8rt3 or

upon individual hit-0r-

ri~~ht

direction; it re'l}reeents

by scientific meanc, t·he verdict

which postcri ty will oventuall:· ancl_ i neYi tably render; but ,._.,

rn~..i nb.i

case.

vrith any given aesthetic o.r n<>ral

t~f'J.cory'f

~acll

indiviCtuu.l decides,

3-nd no individual ,iude;mGnt can h0 rendered e:x:c.,pt in the lisht
some previous experience.

Jhst e.s tJ1e e;r8at Kant, in

of

ele~bo.ratin.~~

his moral theory, O>fter first rnlinc; out all emotional. bi,,s, semJe
perception, feeline;, etc., boldly throwinz them out the front door,
as it were, leav1ng only pure Reason behind, then proceedn to 11sher

n
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them in again at the back door when he calls uc:>on this hy;:>othetica.l
being (endow8d with this theorctice>.1 "purG Hen.son") to decide his
course of action in acoordCJ.ncco with the famous ca.togorical imperative
----even so does Schilpp, after d.ocidin;,~ in mastarly fashion 1Nhat
the objective moro.l lav.' is, leav8 ns still up in the air (or wallowing
in the Slour:h of Despond, 'IThichover fiq.1re of speech we pr<Jfcr)
because in tho last

e.nalysi~:

tl.1.o ctccision

D.G

to tvhich .g.ctz are

helpful to personality must as a matter of necessity 1Je left to
individual judement. ·
l:lor can we hope that tho

s~l-.J.tion

s elution it is--- -will be entirely
taint of subjectivity whir:'J.

·."ttl

of our problem----if indeed

free from the c::;.mo 'J.ni ·rers'l.l

h:we just seen cha.racte!:'izus the

moral thnory of :3chil})lJ r:;.nd )t.·:J..:;r

morc.li:;t:;~

the social sciences arc e.,ren nov.' c;oinJ

throu~.;h

Ao

8.

matter of fact,

a. period of read.-

justment without parallel in history; man's ace-old quest for
autho.z:..i_tL

in the fieldB of relic ion, morals, o>.nd political theory

has finally reached its goal, 3.nd that quthori.ty discovered to be-none other than !:!2,9:.!1 himsc_J,_f.. Let us see how this has worked out in
the development of music,

Tv!:J :"acts confront ns which are so self-

evident that thoir mere statement suffices: First, judgments, of
"good" and "bad", "bec-,utiful" o.nd "ugly", etc., have been rcmderecl.
by individuals e,nd by oocioty, by mucic critics a>J.d by laymen,
throughout all music hicto!'y.

Second, 'Jro;;r"!_f!.E_,or at lecult develop-

ment (since certain philosophers object to the use of the word
progress as a. necessary

acc:o.riJ~:JanirJent

t:; all deYelopment or evol-

utionary processes) of one sort or another has also taken place
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durinfj all that tirne.

suc}J a character as to merit t'h.c

of

"persi~3tence

and

11

This pro.::,ress, 0r

c:0.c.n:~8

",

t~rrn

11

]!ro0es~.u,

evoJ.ut ion rr; the phenomenon

8.hovc,

rlisc.~·,_,_R~:Jd_

hc.o been of

hcl.E been <:

facto.t"'; even the mcre8t tyro c::-tn se2 tha.t the terr1z

"harmony",

11

melod.y 11 , ::.1.!VJ.

time,~

'fo.::-111" (our S')-co..llcd cJ.ementG o:f muzic)

.3,nd yet thcc0 terms alJ.

thin{~

f'Jr which

persist~

11 rnu.sic 11 , and their !:::encrn.l CQn.not<.:ttio·fl

always been.

"r}l_y~":iTm",

1

do not st?.nd for exactly the s2.1!lc
one

conr.:picuo,J.s

ir~

t~ey

-~c

:1s vrel1

st()Od at
the term

the same a.r1 i t ha..s

The word_ "harmonyu ~ for cxam:;?le, in its :modern

sense, with implication::! "f tonality and chord structu.res, was

unknown to the Gre0ks;

"form u, 8..l8o, suggeeto to us mod.orns such

recent inventions as sonattl..s, fugues,

~tc.,

1.7hercio~o

the Creeks'

concGpt of form, in music, wo.s l.i.mitecl to the outlines of a dramatic
poem, or sGctions of a plc.y, or 9.n occo.siono.l dancG f'iz,ure, to
all of which the music served as a mer0 a.ocompaniment.
and melody have also undercone doveL:rpc-ncnt

'm~Ireamer1.

qhythm

of before

the days of machinG-m<J.·:le music; '" molorly tc.l;en at rCJ.nriom froT8 one
of our complex modern scorec, st .c::1
1

':lS

·;Ionegger 's

~Jfi_9_

231,

sounds like a meaningless snccession of tonec when coYJpared with
one of PalestrinCJ.'z melodies.

During the long :process of tile evolution of Occidental music,
musical works of all kinds have been producc:d. in great abundance,
Tbese works have been subjected to c8nstant criticism, searching,
relentless criticism.

It has b3en in a very real sense of the

term a survival of the fittest.

The works of the composers of

one generation were a result of, a residue of, the criticism of
the preceding generation.

Now, l:Jy "criticism" we do not mean
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merely by the critic". (self'-a:J~Joint3d aad ot.herwise) of the times;
but we mean more especially the ine;:::orable, steady, slow-moving
criticism of society as a Y'ihol.e; criticiBm exp.ressed sometimes
openly, sometimes silently, of peq1le v.'ho

O'Q
'-'

to-or stay

from-or go horne in the miclclle of-concerts; of peo:::le who b11y
victrola records, who '7ri tEl to their favorite radio sto.rs, etc.,
etc.

(1).

rfhe indi"t.rid.uals Who

PtJ..kC tlp

may diffGr very widely from ·:>ne

this

~1,nother

to neutralize and. cancGl 'one u.not:1er,

~;reo.t

m.o.,GS

Of

humanity

in tlt8ir inc1.iviricJ.al

-~i.nCl

evcnt·.1ally :L

11

corru110n

level" will be attained a,YJrl. t'w verdict of Ute cocial ;;rou.p will
be expressed.

Men mo.y orr anrl differ in thsir ind.ividuo.l J.u<l.gments,

but the verdict of pozto.ri"t.J is 1'i1J.:-:.l.

of the greatness of the

it 10r example,

iiftl:.~ ~::ymph?_l};L V{Q.Z

in disputd

failure.

11

and nothing fails

The vvorks of those

srJ

who failed

t~

':"las

succeeds

miserct.'bly 0.nd. s:) uttc.t"ly as

coP1:pos·~rs YTl"J.O

survived th.c acid test of

criticism became t1w models for later wx·iters
and thei.r inunortali tJ

durin~;

~Not~in1~

Beethoven's lifetime; there is no dispute now,
like success;

the question

t~

pattern after

assured; the 'Jfor\s of those composers

meet ancl to pasD the test "''ere .still-born, whether

(1). rtrrhere is, how·ever, one 7tn.:y in v.Thic~';. everybody can holy in
the solution of these problems,
Co'1ccrtc are c;iYen overyvrhcre
----even in the smo.llect to';:ns 2-ncl. villr_1.[:C8- .... --and th.e 1.1.1 tim2.te
judges as to what is t.o be~ S1J:n.r-_: 2.nd :;layecl .:1Jt t:1ese col1CGrts ·-ci..re
----not the players or s inccx·s or col:"ldtJ.ctors or conccrt-at;ents
or critics----but the audio~ccs t~emselves.'' Cecil Forsyt~:
'Dro"'resc·l·"~
T'"i~to· ., - of
-"
16'1 •
..
b
~- ..~".eric~
------~ 2_....::.!._:__-7;_,_!~
'.:.._ ''l"'iC
:'-_;_.,'-;'_, __ •
i".
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.their authors knev• it at the time or not.
the verdict from which there ic:. no appeal.

1'oste.t'ity hc>"s rendered
clra.hms t:)ok up tho

torch and carried it orwrarrl froJct the point ·vh.ere Beetho''en had
laid it down; but no-ono ':oday drav:s inspira.tion from 11ummel
and I\alkbronnsr.

Nl1at feeble illwnination these men had. was

never destined to see

t~1.e

li,::;.!rt of day, az th(jy v:ere vror1:in:~ in

a cul de .@.££.•
·,iie ha.Ye,

valid

the:r.t 0xisting today a,nd of recent origin, many

art-w~,.)rks,

out of the past.

creationr:~

of mon v1hosc ins:9iration stems directly

These vwrks arc a.part of the evolutionary process.

they are fit survivors in tlc.e struci,:le fo1: snrvi val 'Which all art
works 1nust needs undergo.

In this evol•1tionary

proces~

criticism

has played a vital role; it is, in fact, a part of that very process
its elf.

The fo.ct, then, tho.. t these 8.rt

l":orJ-~s

have survi vecl in

this merciless struggle :for existence m•.wt prove one thine:; conclusively, and there seems to be no ::crgur1ent ab0•.1.t it,
that these criticisms of man, diverse, weal-:, e1•ro.nt •

bic~,s2od

o.nd

prejudiced thonc,h they b.ave been, have nevertl-J.elccs contained in
themselves som.; spark of vali(l.i ty, sorn m·Jrlicum of
~ ha:~re

i£!1,

tr•J.t::~.

There

been in eo.ch judr;msnt s 'J1:J·~ olerncnt which rn._"ll<:es f_q_.£_ perfect-

however imperfect tho jud.:•:rnent as a whole may have been,

How else can we aceount for the existence of c11eso art vror.ks today,
survivors of, nay, the culminations of, this evolutionary process.

-

into which these judgments of men are so inextricably woven that
they must be said to be part o:f that vsry process itself?

For,

let us remind ourselves again, there can be nothing at the end of an

\

-- - - - -
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Let us take a final inventory of tho facts which we l1e.ve
just been

..?irst vre ho.ve th.c fact of countless musical

considcrin;_~:.

compositions,

(good., bad C:tnd indifferent as the); mo..y have been),

which have been prodLlced

the course of hi:::tory.

t.hro1~g.hout

Second,

there is the fu.ct of innurncru.bl" judcmcntG of c:::ood ctnd bEJ.d, by
individuals 9.11d by society, which is another vray of
these Works haYe been

to critici::1111..

subject~;c'\.

sayin[~

rf..tird,

1

't!e

tha,t

hav>:;; the

fact of" prozress or d.cvelo:p.ment, clurinc 'H.hich the idea of' music,
as being a source of

acst~1etic

way rrvit.h sound vilJrations,

h::-~s

pleasur-.-; dealing in COl!le mysterious

psrsist:3d or been carriecl over,

while all the factors 'by rncans of which these sound vi'brat,ions are
produced or combined

to,~~:,.:.:thcr

i'1_d.VB

unu..:.;r,:;onc tremendous meto.mor}!hoscs.

drawing its inspiration from sJms earlier work, or works; and

all these art-vvorks, past and

prc~1ent,

rGpresentinE a culrJlination

----

of the development of musicaJ. art un to tt1:.1t uoint.
succeed in

gettin;~

How, when

"~Ue

these f:mr incontr:)vertible facts into tho same

picture, there seems to be only one int0rpretation.

'.:Ve seem

forced to the concl·,J.sion that '111 tllis pr'J?:ress and development in
our art of music durinr.; t'NO

thou~~ccnd

certain natural la NS or p.rinci::·. les of
1

1

years or more has followed
~:.~hich ,:Jc

but which have nevertl't81css f' 1_:.nct:Lon.;:;d,

just as

e.re

ot~1.er

J:n
,., r1 rl
( U.o----

•·•
,.., m.'.n
,\'V
. . ... :.:
- t

no::: ir~norant,

nat·.J_ra.l

othc~

worrts, if

do so, clsu the vvhole

argum3nt of this thesis falls lik0 a house of cards) it seems

1013.
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reasonable and necessary to .:i.nclnrlc in th:tt c0nc.2!)t

all progress and development beins in accordance

t]'"~,c

,~it~

i0.ea. of

certain

laws, or principles, whct'1:::r :)r not 2VG 1nay be ablG tD fDrmnlate
these laws, For example, tl,.c lo.w -of gravitation fcmctioned t 1:!rcnghout all time 1 befor8 He:c;ton formulated it; and it is now believed
that even Newton stated only part of the factc, or only certain
aspects of them, It has rcmaincr.t fur ""im;tein to put forth certain
modifications of Newton •s so-c.J.. 1lod ''la.w 11 ;

t:~.nd

future .uinsttins

and Newtons and :uarwins will continue to re-formulate this and
other laws, or tJ discover still. ot';ter laws the nature and existence
of which we are now ignorant----but which operate now, today, whether
we know them or not.
IViusic, them, d.nring its dcvGlopment, has undoubtedly been
following some la11v or principle; but tho development .l1.as been
comparatively rapid, and our records are rncagre a.rtd scatt.::;red

and prejudiced, and onr k:wwlGdgCl ic to::J linltecl a,nd our d.ata
insufficient to enable us to formulate an ol)jective la'ie of mu.si.cal
aesthetics.

There are, of co,Jrse, certain general rules or principles,

such as laid down by Dr. Pcpll· r :ln his recent lecture on ·.n1.at_

Q.Q.2.1

~-~e?;

k

{1). which apply to all fields of art, I>ri'1Cillles such

as coherence, form, unity, variety, etc.

tnil<e thes0 princi::;Jles

apply to musical a.s well ac tJ literury criticisr:1 tn"y can by no
stretch of the ima~;in02.tion "i:J.:: tiHnJ.;)lt of as the principles we have
in mind when we speak of an "objective law of aesthetics."

The

(1). Ct; • this lecture in vol. II, Golle;;e o:f the Pacific Publications
i!!_ PhilosophY._, p.'/S-93,

l 0 ').
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principles as outlineCi !Jy .LJr .. Pepgcr arG of vcd.u•.::! in t11at tncy

enabl.e us more readily to appreciatG and enjoy the beautiGs of
Shakespeare, JEil ton and Brownin.::;, 3..ncl __ -.thcy .:1lso enable us to

understand why thGsG great art-worlcs of tlw past have survived
and are still today ratt:r.J

~s

e.;reD.t; \'rhen

l1owever. as criteria and hold
modern poets----especially

t~1em

thos~~

Vfl].

usc these principles,

up against the work of certain

writing in what is sor-1ctimes

called the "nevr style"----oomethin2; appears to be wrong.

that modern poets do not observe th8 principles of
~)urely

did Shakespeare R.nd Tennyson·?

viith the concept of unity
Sonn~.

''!~..cich

'~ood

a~

taster•

tho :poets v:ritinG in the

fra~tdz

"new style 1' cannot be ona and aJ.l

1

Can it be

and .impostors?

seems to obtain in

nevertheless

.3hal'~espeare's

.7h.en she V{r'i tee:

surely vex•y surely rhuba.rO u.nCL :], tor<:latJ •
is that seeding," (1). a certain

::r~l.rcly

ver:/ SIU'Cl_y there

•co.r1erence •t seems to be secured

1

by limiting the references to mernbGrs of' ti1e ver_;et8.blc lcin;;dom
only; when we seek to co!llp,:c.rc
Pepper's 11rinci11les in mind),

v.ri t.h. c.n:;r :rassG..ge talcen ~1.t re.ndom

from 1vlilton or "l,ennyson,. tt1ere

seu:~s

l!li ther Gertrude Stein is vrorkinc

to be. very little in common.

alonr~

lines which involve o..

complete denial or a thrm'Tin;, o"rer of all the .rules of so-called

''good taste", or Cl3e sh3

·~u1.s

cvol Yc(i u. r:.:tyle

pretation of, a revaluation of,

t~J.o.se

r"l...,.l,:.:s~

ba~~ed n~on

·!a we

a rc-intc:r-

positi~ely

know
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which course she has adopted.'? Alas! no. It is by no means certain
----or even necessary as :far as 01Jr

p_~_,ohlS"Pl

r:oes----that she kno'.vs

herself.
It begins to
11

good taste 11 based

l!:J.

~

bc.~c0rnc

appo.r~-~-nt

u:~J(>n t~v~

that the formul,;_.tion of r:.tlcs of

:rnct_1locls r:;.nci_ technique employe~l by aJ:•tists

E_ast (however valid t''.ec;e rulec ~.ay be with reference to

these great art works) is by no means an 'infallible (;uide v1hen it
comes to evaluating art vYorks of today.

fallible to the extcmt that, wl.lcn

w0

1hat is,
1

these rules are

essc"y to applJ thorn as a

criterion to contemporary art works, it be comas then a l:la.ttc;r of
s orne one • s opinion, or interpretation, or evalucttion, g.s to v1hether
the author or composer is abiding by t':wse rules or not,

·Dr. Pepper

would undoubtedly assert that the principles or rules of good
taste which he enunciated in his lecture are eternal in that they
always have held and always vrill. hold, in all truly great rort works,
and we are inclinec'l to agree with him.
hardihood tod.eny,

tho:~r:h,

that the application il.nd interpretation

of these principles is, in the last

either individual or collective.
may not constantly be ·at

He would scarcely hctYe the

-,ctor~:~

these opinions, sJmc riyst,·.::ri:)

~f.j

ana.~.ysis,

a mr.t.tter of opinion,

This S:s not to say that there

z,_li(l:i-lf~

~:1.nd.

~bj-2c~ive

s1.1o.pi:1g ru1.cl molr:.1ine=:
rea1tty, somB hicJ.c1Gn

workinc: of the innsr forcGs of nc:.tu.rc, the existence of '/i.h.icl:..

"~.ve

can only posit by the. proceos of deduction, but vrhicil nev-srthele.ss
·oper.ates as inevi ta.-oly as docs the mysterious force w:i:1ich causes

the a.pple, when sevorecl from its twig, to fall to the ioround.,
The apple, by the way, behaves exactly tiw same whether in the

llL
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pJteS ence

0

'"I'lo
-""
'<
f al1 .,.,.l·nstel·n

,,~.,
n•,;

clesCl'_l'be b',"I a

m~,••.. them.?.. tical

formula

the exact relative pull exerted u;'lon the apiJle by the sun, llloon
and all the planets, or in tile presence of a .Jottentot wh•) knows
naught of these thinp,s.

Likev;fise the audience which l i stenerl.

to the prerfliere lJerformancc~ of J\::cthovcn' s :~,iftJ·~ Symph0·ny rczYJoncled

(so we maintain) in obedience to soma rnystcrio'..lS i':'lner pron1_ptine:s,
some objectively real. law of ac>sthotics; the f2.ct that tite existDncc
of such 8. lavr wa:o not known or pocJc;ibly "·::u1 not even tlrco•,tmcd of at the
time hn,cl no effect 1.vhatcver u:po·n.

any more than the i:::nor3.nce
would affect the fall of the

<Y~'

t~·_1_c

decision renders d. h_,.r· the audience,

the_ ilottentcd; conoerni'1

gravitation

t~.pJ:lle.

All of thiB scrvc8 to illuot.r.at\3 th•:: statement .u1adc several

pae; •. s baclr, to the eff'ect thc,.t every subjectiv8 juu,;ment ''1ay rest
upon an objective oasis.

fut whereas these

subjectiv~

judonents

rest upon certain general principles which are subject to formulation
and analysis (such as Dr. PcJ:lper's rules of good taste), the

objeCtive reality which (vve arc-~ assu:r•Jine:) sup:;.Jorts, or e:uidcsJ
or motivates these judgments appears to be impossible o£' such
formulation; for the moment an

atto•~-pt

is !il8.d8 to d(;finc or ?ive

exact expression to that objective reality (whatever we may d.ecide
it to be)

the subjective cler~cnt comes into Ol)Cration 'l.:'s.in, ,,_nd

appes.rs to dominate the scene.

le melintt:in,

was a. rcsrJonsc to an olJjecti "8 req,li ty: that

then, tho.t

t>~.c

response

it 1-,_acl. an objectively
-~-~-

real existence in that it was totally independent of that response.
But the momcmt that response Hu.s ;_:i ven expression to, tho moment
the audicmce and critics asoembL;ci exorcised

their right of private

judgment ancl pro ceeacd to speak :tnd to act accordingly, then the

-
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Now it s0ems quite possible, after a lapse of mors than a
hundred years, to make a critical analysis of the

Ei.f:i:"::.

Sy!l'rphony

and of Be0thoven 1 s mttsic and of Homa.ntic music generally and, from
perspective (which d Lstance, a) ways lends) dec ide up·on certain
which characterized the music of that particular piece
·which we can with reasonable safety say are the clements vrhich were
rosponsibJ.e for such favorable judgments as were passed at the time
of its· first performance and which explain----partially, at least•--. why i te beauty as a great art-work is stiJ.l undimmed •. We must,

hoWever, be careful when we use the words "explain" and "why"•
For

~xample

1

we may say that BeGthoven made use of certain harmonic

. innovations which were a feature of the on-coming young Romantic
school; he was daring in his use of dissonance, such as major and·
minor ninths, specific examples of which abound in the Fifth Symphony;
his work was far more individualistic and personal, he emphasiz.ed
the emotional and the clescripti ve elements much more than did his
classical predecessors,

And thus we might continue elaborating

characteristics of Beethoven's music, nearly all of which we find
to be elements which he shared in cormnon with his Homantic contemp.oraries; elements which vre, from our vantage-point of one hundred
y¢ars, can state with reasonable certainty were t11e distinguishing
characteristics of the Romantic school as compared with the soc,a.lled Classical or Contrapuntal school which preceded it,

We

however, in Section Three, that criticisms based upon a
technique, i.e., his treatment of form, melody, harmony,

etc., were invalid, since definitions of either "Art" or "Music"

--------- ..

Tf3.

---·-----.,-~-----
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_tnake no mention of technique.
'•

··--

then,~

Any elements in Beethoven 1 s music,

which have to do with his technical use of the matcrie.ls of

, :inua$c must be loolr.ed at askance when seeking an objective reality
whidh may lie baCk Of OUr judgments.,- If

Wf3

S;;ty 1

for exa.mple 1 that

- '~eethovef?- 1 s use of ninths, which e>.re merely a logical exploiting
•,

pf

'

tl~e

f

poes_i bilities of building chords on a basis of superimposed

, tltirds•••-which in turn rests squarely upon the Oc_cidental tonal
founde¢l by Py'thagoras----a.nd that therefore the perfect
:ti'll:me!'_ioal rat,ios existing between tho notes of tho scale furnish
,:·

'·

:~e 'f!:l.th the objective be.sis which we e.re seeking----if we e.rgue

thua all seems well and good, a-t first glance,

It is, in fact,

basis upon which t_he musical law-givers of the p."J,st have
the_ir premises and, their presuppositions; this argument
s·eems. to explain why certain definitions and descriptions of
'!nusic--:..-which are now no longer acceptable-•.:.-contain suclL terms
as "harmonious", "agreeable to the ear", "concord of: sweet sounds",
etc,

But when we adopt this viewpoint and proceed to hold it up

as. a cri te.don and compare it with certain great contemporary
1l,tt-works employing atonality----which is a negation of the Pythag-sys tem----where are we?

One of two things !!lUst be true:

the criterion which we arrived at by logical deduction and
is not universally valid_, or else
modern work with which we hn.ve compared it is not a great art-,.-_.,,u,"·-"i there· is no via medaa• .~d yet there are many healthy, other-

se'normal• human beings today who confess that they derive pleasure
satisfaction in listening to atonal music,

This may be true, yet

-----
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pr<Jves nothing.
·.The principle we are seeking, then, is not one which will
. ·. JUerely explain why favortil.ble judgment_E! were rendered toward great

art~wotks.

irl the past' . valuable

and

interesting though these

principles nlay be to students in music history and music appreciation
classes.

Like the music critic we referl'ed to in Sect ion •rhree, we

· ar.e. not so much interested in learning whe.ther or not, or even why
. $chub~.t't

's. Sym:Ehony

was held to be great art, but whether or not

Schitn'bergts new String (/uartet is great art.
•·...To those wh? may wish to I>ro'be. still. deeper into the matter
•and who seek to raise and to press the question as
'

-:

'

to~

the

':

audience (some of them, a.t least!) at the premiere of the Beethoven
'

;

-

,-'--

'

'

or Schubert symphonies one hundred years ago responded favorably
.to the technical innovations which we mentioned a moment ago---riew treatments of form, harmony, use of emotional element, eta ... -:-•:v;e urge a· note of caution,

Any question of "why" in connection

with these problems ends eventually in the 2.!:!J:_ 2,£
physic~l

,"why" and becomes entirely out of order,

apple fall to the ground?

~

of a meta-

Why does the

i

Because, if we insist upon knowing,

is the way nature behaves,
:Man •. is a social animal, we are told.

It is true we frequently

talk. about the "group mind," but we are not quite sure we know what
we rneanwhen we use the term.

The.idea of a group mind may prove

oe merely a "convenient sociological illusion", to paraphrase
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Mr. Wells. (l).

In the last analysis each individual renders

his own judgment, be it aesthetic or moral. (2).

And whereas

the judgment, or verdict, or criticism, of the individual is
warped, unbalanced, and vitiated by emotional bias and perspective, and as a result by no weans valid or final, nevertheless,
as we have seen, theve appears to be inherent in each individual
judgment something that makes

ill

perfect~.

~his h

the only

rational expranation of .the fact that the verdict ot posterity
is, as we have also

~;~een,

final,

.ti'o;· we are positing an orderly

universe in Which things occur in orderly sequence; the continuity of history cannot be broken;· there can be nothing at the end
of an evolutionary process which was not implicit at the
ning.

begin~

The verdict which posterity will one day render, then,

is implicit today in the judgments we render as we listen to
the new Stravinsky opus ••• though we may be quite unaware of it
and though we may, and are, quite unable to anticipate, to the
extent of fgrmulation or diagnosis, what that verdict will ultimately be,

And the judgment we render today, as we hear the Bee-

thoven Symphonz, was implicit in the judgment rendered by audiences one hundred years ago.
(l) In his chapter in Living fhi!£!QEgies, H.G.Wells raises
the question if, after all, our idea of"""'1iersonality" is not
a "convenient biological illusion."
(2) This statment appears to be true from a strictly episte.
mological standpoint only; many sociologists and philbsophers
insist that the vast majority of mankind never render individual decisions, but make their decisions accord with those of
the social group.
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A universally valid law or principle of musical aesthetics
exists, we believe.

It has an objectively real existence inde-

pendent of the actual judgments we may render in response to its
-·

inner mysterious promptings.- rieason and logic affirm its existence, but the moment we attempt the formulation or description
of the principle, the result of our effort then becomes shot
through with subjectivity.

~hough

we may Postulat• the exis-

thece of the principle. we may neither prove nor demonstrate
it.

The existence of the principle may never be scientifically

or. empirically verifiable; it can only be arrived at by the
process of deduction.

•

·The final answer to our problem, then, is:

We believe that

a univeraally valid law of musical aesthetics exosts, but we donot know now what it is.

Our ignorance of the law, and our in-

ability to correctly formulate it, apparently render it valueless and inapplicable as a criterion in musical aesthetics.
~his

does not mean that musical criticism is impossible; on the

contrary, as we have previously pointed out, every criticism,
whether expressed individually or by group action, contains
• .J e.
within itself certain object~elements which~ for perfec-

ll£!!• or tor validity.

'!.:his modicum of validity which appears

to be inherent in every criticism is obviously of little avail
as a

critf¥1e~

with which to measure one criticism against an-

ether, inasmuch as its evaluation , even it formulation, brings
subjective elements into prominence which cause whatever

117

objective elements the criticism may have possessed to comM
pletely elude us.

'rhus we appear to be baffled and thwarted in

our search for a universally valid criterion, as stated in the
title of our thesis; that is, while we believe there is a law
of aesthetics which functions mysteriously in every expression
of criticism, yet this criterion appears to be of no avail as
a.

basis for musical criticism.
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